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SEISMIC DESIGN OF STEEL STRUCTURES in the U.S.
emphasizes the development of ductile elements designed to experience inelastic behavior during a seismic event.
The system containing these elements must be “capacity designed” with enough strength in the non-yielding elements to
ensure that the yielding elements can sustain significant inelastic
deformation. Thus, the expense of achieving high-seismic performance resides both within the detailing of the ductile elements
themselves and the strengthening and detailing of the surrounding
system to remain elastic.
A large share of the seismic research in the U.S. has focused on
developing the detailing needed to achieve ductility. For decades, the
cost of this detailing has been perceived to be less than the cost of
designing a stronger system both in high-seismic regions as well as
moderate-seismic regions. But as seismic detailing requirements have
grown more sophisticated and stringent since the 1990s, engineers
in areas of moderate seismicity have observed that ductile detailing
of elements within a capacity-designed system can be prohibitively
expensive. Consequently, the use of the R = 3 provision for steel struc-
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Dudley Square Police Station in Boston.

OCBF brace buckling testing.

R = 3 brace buckling testing.
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➤ Ordinary concentrically braced frame (OCBF) testing at Lehigh University.
R = 3 chevron braced frame testing.

Robust Flexibility
In moderate-seismic regions, the concept of reserve capacity can complement the concept of ductility in a manner that offers flexibility for structural designers to develop robust systems
for complex structures. Low-ductility steel concentrically braced
frame (CBF) structures comprise a significant portion of the national building stock, yet their inelastic seismic response is not well
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tures, which allows for seismic force reduction without ductile
detailing, has expanded significantly. Within the last 10 years it
has become clear that if engineers practicing in moderate-seismic regions wish to employ a consistent seismic design philosophy, a new approach to seismic research is required.
Whereas past seismic research focused on developing details
to achieve a given level of ductility has placed cost in a secondary role, this new research must place priority on reducing cost
while recognizing that significant performance may be achieved
with moderate ductility levels. A deeper understanding of moderate-ductility systems will allow for the development of a new
seismic design philosophy based on system reserve capacity.

understood. While these structures have brittle brace elements
and connections, they can achieve system ductility through contributions from the braced frame gusset plate connections and the
gravity framing. The resulting “reserve” moment frame system
can prevent sidesway collapse even when the primary lateral force
resisting system (LFRS) is significantly damaged. In this context,
ductility is viewed not as deformation capacity while maintaining
full lateral strength, but rather deformation capacity while maintaining a reduced level of lateral strength, provided by the reserve
system after degradation of the primary CBF.
Fundamentally, a reserve system is more flexible than a primary LFRS, hence reserve capacity activates after significant
damage to the LFRS. This stiffness incompatibility between
reserve system and primary LFRS differentiates reserve capacity conceptually from redundancy provided by extra LFRS elements. Although reserve capacity is not currently quantified
in design, the R = 3 provision for steel structures in low- and
moderate-seismic regions implicitly relies on reserve capacity
for collapse prevention, even though the nature of this reserve
capacity is not well-understood and can vary widely. Research
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A shear link detail for Dudley Square Police Station.

to date has not thoroughly studied reserve capacity, so relying on it without proper understanding in moderate-seismic
regions jeopardizes safety. Thus, there is an essential need for
clarity and consistency in considering reserve capacity for seismic design and assessment in moderate-seismic regions.
The philosophy of system reserve capacity opens new possibilities for designing structures in moderate-seismic regions, with
potential influence on assessing and retrofitting structures in highseismic regions. This philosophy, which prioritizes cost reduction
over achieving optimum levels of ductility, may also impact design in
developing countries where ductile seismic details are not affordable
or achievable within common practice. Reserve capacity ought to be
seen as complementary to ductility. The level to which each philosophical approach is used on a given project ought to be determined
by the structural designer in a manner that best suits the project.
Next, we’ll discuss recent testing of low- and moderate-ductility systems, then focus on a recent police station project in
Boston where the philosophies of ductility and reserve capacity
were combined to achieve a high-performing, economical design for a complex system.
Full-Scale Testing
During the summer and fall of 2014, we tested two full-scale
CBFs at Lehigh University’s Advanced Technology for Large
Structural Systems (ATLSS) laboratory in the NEES@Lehigh
facility. This work was led by the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign (UIUC) and Tufts University as part of a Network for
Earthquake Engineering Simulation Research (NEESR) project
funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF). UIUC and
Tufts are collaborating with a team from the École Polytechnique
Montreal (EPM) on this work as part of an international program
to investigate reserve capacity in low-ductility CBFs [Fahnestock
et al. 2014]. This program also includes testing and analysis of top
and seat angle connections for enhanced beam-to-column moment capacity [Nelson et al. 2014], testing of tubular brace reengagement with gusset plates after connection fracture [Davaran et
al. 2014], and collapse analysis of 3-, 6- and 9-story low-ductility
braced frame buildings with varying levels of reserve capacity
[Hines et al. 2009, Sizemore et al. 2014]. The NEES@Lehigh tests
included a two-story, R = 3, chevron brace configuration (Fig. 1)
and a two-story, OCBF, split-X brace configuration.
These tests were designed to explore post-elastic behavior in
low-ductility braced frames with a particular emphasis on brittle
34
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damage mechanisms. The full report on these tests can be found
in Bradley [2015] and will soon be submitted for journal publication. These tests allow direct comparisons between detailing
requirements for OCBF and R = 3 frames and well as direct comparisons between split-X and chevron configurations.
In general, the tests showed positive results for the buckling
of OCBF braces designed to meet the moderately ductile member b/t requirements and connected for amplified seismic forces.
For the OCBF, the upper story braces were HSS6×6×3∕8 (b/t =
14.2), and the lower story braces were HSS6×6×½ (b/t = 9.90).
Throughout the entire test, these braces did not experience local buckling, and they developed stable distributed plastic hinge
behavior. The OCBF system survived as a moderately ductile
system up to 1.5% story drift and an overstrength of approximately 3. Shortly beyond the 1.5% drift level, two fractures at
the central split-X connection occurred in close succession and
created a very weak two-story mechanism, leaving almost no
reserve capacity. For the R = 3 system, the upper story braces
were HSS8×8×5∕16 (b/t = 24.5), and the lower story braces were
HSS8×8×3∕8 (b/t = 19.9). The R = 3 upper story braces buckled
suddenly, with significant local buckling (Fig. 3), at a story drift of
0.3%, transitioning the system directly from an elastic behavior
to a robust reserve capacity driven by frame action in the test unit.
This test program investigated two fundamental parameters
that influence seismic response: system type and system configuration. System type is defined by the level of force reduction
(R value) and the detailing and capacity design requirements.
In this case, the system type distinction is primarily related
to OCBF vs. R = 3 detailing. System configuration is defined
by global frame geometry, in this case a split-X configuration
versus a chevron configuration. These two tests clearly demonstrated the superiority of OCBF detailing over R = 3 detailing
for achieving a moderate level of ductility through brace buckling and yielding. They also demonstrated the vulnerability of
a split-X system to collapse if such a system were to form a
two-story mechanism, as it did during testing. While the R =
3 system demonstrated poor ductile performance with respect
to the bracing, the systems’ tendency to form a single story
mechanism deriving strength both from column continuity and
possible “long-link EBF” mechanisms demonstrated the effectiveness of reserve capacity in maintaining system stability.
It is important to consider that the essential question of
reserve capacity in these two systems hinged on whether they
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Throughout Dudley Square Police Station, uniformly sized HSS column sections were designed to be exposed to view.

formed a one-story or two-story mechanism in the post-fracture
range of behavior. While the potential vulnerability of a split-X
system is clear from the test, it is not possible to conclude from
a single chevron test that chevron configurations can be expected, in general, to form only single story mechanisms. Designers
wishing to rely on such single story mechanism behavior ought
to consider exercising a form of capacity design where the story
likely to form a mechanism can be identified. Having identified
such a story, a designer ought to maintain an awareness of how
column orientation, framing configurations, structural discontinuities and column splices would affect the behavior of the identified reserve system. If there is any chance for the formation of
a brittle multi-story mechanism, it is critical for the designer to
consider beam column connections that can provide adequate
moment resisting capacity to form a reserve system. Such connections may be achieved economically with the use of top and/
or seat angles, gusset plates and slab reinforcement as discussed
by Stoakes and Fahnestock [2011] and Nelson et al. [2014].
Both of these test units represented a level of detailing consistent with the economic constraints faced by designers in moderate-seismic regions. The economy in these frames is achieved
both in the compromise of ductile detailing and in the lack of a
rigorous capacity design process. For collapse resistance at higher drifts, both systems would rely heavily on their reserve capacity provided by frame action and other possible post-buckling,
post-fracture mechanisms. Such behavior may be considered acceptable for a large share of the building stock in moderate-seismic regions, but for essential structures, or for buildings where
a higher performance objective is desired, it is reasonable to ask
whether ductility can be achieved at a lower cost if the relationship between wind and seismic loads is considered carefully. Such


was the case for the project we’ll discuss next, where capacity design requirements were reduced by designing weak shear links to
act as structural fuses and where reserve capacity concepts were
invoked in locations where the architectural program complicated the direct use of ductile detailing.
Designing for Dudley Square
The new Area B-2 Police Station in Boston’s Dudley Square
neighborhood, designed by architect Leers Weinzapfel Associates and structural engineer LeMessurier Consultants, Inc.,
provided an opportunity for designers to consider the role of
an essential facility as contemporary community building. For
the steel structure, this meant framing a glass lobby, a perimeter
clerestory and a cantilevered roof to emerge cleanly from a tightfitting limestone ashlar façade bearing directly on the foundation with no horizontal relieving joints. Throughout the building,
consistent HSS column sections were designed to be exposed to
view. Architectural considerations related to the dense program
within the building, the carefully crafted façade and the desire
for future flexibility—combined with the structural imperative of
maintaining operation after a hazardous earthquake event—led
to the choice of developing the steel framing system independently of the masonry façade and partition system.
Although allowed by code for such a facility, R = 3 CBFs and
OCBFs were not attractive candidates for the lateral system
due to their inherently brittle behavior and unproven seismic
performance. During design development, lack of opportunities for consistent bays of lateral framing in the long direction
led to consideration of moment resisting frames (MRFs). However, building stiffness requirements, difficulties with detailing
MRFs to perform in a ductile manner with the building’s HSS
Modern STEEL CONSTRUCTION
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columns and expenses related to the number of required moment connections spurred the design team to evaluate bracing
in both directions. In order to provide the building with significant ductility capacity and stiffness, the design team looked
into the possibility of using eccentrically braced frames (EBFs),
more typically used in high-seismic regions.
For buildings in moderate-seismic regions that are expected
to experience wind loads greater or equal to seismic loads, EBFs
are commonly thought to be too expensive owing to their capacity design requirements for braces, beams and columns and
field-welded erection details. Rethinking the typical EBF link
details, however, allowed the designers to reduce capacity design
requirements and maintain erection details consistent with a typical CBF. The result was special shop-fabricated link beams with
W10×19 shear links that were proportioned to meet the elastic
design requirements for the building, which were controlled by
wind loads in the short direction and seismic loads in the long
direction. Shear links ranged in length from 2 ft to 4 ft in accordance with architectural requirements and column capacity
design limits. Horizontal HSS stiffeners on either side of each
link provided both stiffness on the weak axis during erection and
a surface for attaching the composite floor deck without disturbing the link itself. These stiffeners were designed as sacrificial
elements, and their incidental strength was considered in the
capacity design of the system. The link beams required no special measures for erection and allowed the use of relatively light
braces with no special slenderness requirements.
In the absence of specific provisions for design of weak shear
links in such an application, links were selected to resemble
as closely as possible those tested by Okazaki and Engelhardt
[2007]. These links were constructed from A992 steel in contrast to the links tested in the 1980s that were constructed from
A36 steel. The test units themselves were wide-flange sections
welded to end plates and then bolted to the test setup. The
Dudley Square link details were designed to imitate the details
of the actual test setup as closely as possible. The 33,000-sq.ft, three-story structure was designed in conformance with the
Massachusetts State Building Code. Per this code, it was assessed
to have a fundamental period of T = 0.51 sec. Considering the
number of CMU partition walls in the structure, a decision was
made not to amplify the building period beyond its base value.
The seismic weight of the structure was calculated to be W =
4200 k. For Site Class C in Boston, and a seismic importance
factor of 1.5, the LRFD seismic base shear was calculated to
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A sample shear link at Dudley Square.

The 8-in.-square HSS columns provided adequate capacity in
most cases under load combinations.

be VE = 135 k. For exposure B and a wind importance factor
of 1.15, the LRFD wind base shear was calculated to be VW =
278 kips in the short direction and 130 kips in the long direction. Hence, while the lateral system design was controlled by
seismic forces in the long direction, in the short direction the
building’s effective R-factor can be calculated as:

( ) ( )

Reff = R

1.0VE
= 7 135k = 3.4
1.6VW
278k

This implies an additional level of safety due to the inherent strength of the EBF. Limits on possible bracing locations
reduced the bracing in the building’s long direction to one bay
on the third floor and one bay on the second floor. Since the
building’s long direction was controlled by seismic forces, two
moment frame bays were also designed for this direction. These
moment frames plus the continuity of all of the buildings’ columns were intentionally allowed to be more flexible than the
EBF system in order to provide building redundancy in the form
of reserve capacity, should the EBF bays become compromised.
The 8-in.-square HSS columns provided adequate capacity in
most cases under load combinations, including link overstrength
and gravity loads. However, four columns in the center of the
structure, supporting 40-ft spans plus several bays of bracing,
were designed as built-up sections from ¾-in. plate. Welds were
completed on the column faces according to AESS standards,
ground smooth and left exposed to view.
In order to match as closely as possible the test configuration from Okazaki and Engelhardt, W10×19 links were connected to end plates by two-sided fillet welds that are one-andone-half times the size of the flange or web. Weld tabs were
provided at the flange edges to “avoid introducing undercuts
or weld defects at these edges” [Okazaki and Engelhardt 2007,
p. 761]. End plates forming the transition between the W10
shear link and the W16 beam were specified as 1 in. thick. System performance was found to be excellent for a range of link
sizes studies in the context of non-linear time history analyses
[Hines and Jacob 2010, Jacob 2010].
The economical construction of this facility demonstrates
that an EBF can be designed for a moderate-seismic region
and still be economically competitive with more conventional
braced frame systems. Expenses incurred via capacity design requirements can be mitigated by selecting the smallest possible
links to withstand wind forces, and these link-beam assemblies
can be fabricated as a single element in the shop. In the field,
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Dudley Square demonstrated that an economically competitive EBF can be designed for a moderate-seismic region.

these built-up link beams and the braces can be erected in
a manner similar to a typical CBF with no special detailing
requirements. The extra fabrication effort required for the
built-up link beams seems to be well worth the reliable safety
benefits of providing a robust seismic force resisting system.
From a design point of view, the length of the link is closely
related to inelastic drift requirements. The 2-ft links in this design were considered by the AISC Seismic Provisions to have an
available link rotation angle of 0.08 radians, whereas the 4-ft
links were considered to have only a 0.02 radian link rotation
angle. Further testing of continuous link beams with longer
links and flange yielding outside the link region could help to
create more latitude for designers in moderate-seismic regions,
where drift demands are expected to be significantly lower
than in high-seismic regions. Results reported by Engelhardt
and Popov [1992] for beams outside of links that were overloaded axially (±0.7Py) and in bending, intentionally to violate
capacity design principles, still allowed links to achieve approximately 0.02 radians of plastic rotation. Since the test setup for
this study did not include a slab, the links were framed into
columns on one end, and the tests were designed to illustrate
poor performance with flexible braces that allowed most of the
moment to be taken by the beam. What was considered poor
performance for high-seismic regions may yet imply superior
performance when compared to low-ductility, low-reserve capacity CBF designs in moderate-seismic regions.
Looking Forward
In high-seismic regions, structural designers associate an
expected level of seismic performance with the buildings that
they design. Although the urgency associated with seismic design in moderate-seismic regions is understandably reduced,
designers should still envision intended inelastic response targeted for acceptable performance when proportioning building systems [Hines and Fahnestock 2010].
In moderate-seismic regions, there is an increased tolerance of damage due to a large earthquake, so collapse prevention is the dominant performance objective. Ductility and
reserve capacity are both viable approaches to achieving collapse prevention in moderate-seismic regions—and in both
approaches, the relative strengths and deformation capacities
of the system elements are critical considerations. Current
research is developing a framework for employing reserve capacity in moderate-seismic design. 
■
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Abstract: Two full-scale, two-story, low-ductility steel concentrically braced frame (CBF) systems were tested to evaluate failure mechanisms, postelastic frame behavior, reserve capacity, and overall collapse performance. These frames were designed for a moderate seismic
region, where reserve capacity is emerging as a parameter that can be employed instead of primary system ductility to economically prevent
seismic collapse. One test unit used a split-x bracing configuration and satisfied seismic detailing and proportioning requirements in the AISC
Seismic Provisions for an ordinary concentrically braced frame (OCBF) with R ¼ 3.25. The other test unit used a chevron CBF configuration
with R ¼ 3 and included no seismic detailing. Each test unit was subjected to a quasistatic cyclic loading protocol and was cycled to total
frame drifts in excess of 3.0%. The split-x OCBF exhibited ductile brace buckling behavior up to 1.5% total frame drift, but possessed little
reserve capacity after two weld fractures. The R ¼ 3 chevron CBF exhibited brittle brace buckling and subsequently developed several
distinct reserve capacity mechanisms. These tests demonstrate overall hysteretic behaviors that are highly dependent on two underlying
design parameters: system type and system configuration. OCBF brace local slenderness and connection capacity design requirements
are effective for providing ductile brace-buckling behavior. The split-x configuration appears more vulnerable to developing multistory
mechanisms that possess limited reserve capacity, but this can be improved with strategically placed, enhanced beam-column connections.
The chevron configuration is more prone to single-story mechanisms that possess significant reserve capacity developed through beam and
column flexure. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)ST.1943-541X.0001760. © 2017 American Society of Civil Engineers.
Author keywords: Buildings; Earthquake-resistant design; Concentrically braced frames; Moderate seismic regions; Low-ductility
systems; Reserve capacity; Full-scale testing; Metal and composite structures.

Introduction
Modern seismic design of buildings aims to produce ductile system
response, typically achieved through the identification and control
of yielding elements (AISC 2005; ASCE 2005; ICC 2009;
Massachusetts State Board of Building Regulations and Standard
2010). Selected yielding elements are detailed for ductile response
and designed for forces reduced below the probabilistic designbasis earthquake (DBE) elastic force level using the response modification coefficient, R. Nonyielding elements are proportioned
based on capacity design principles to achieve a favorable global
yield mechanism. As outlined in ASCE 7-05, structural systems are
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assigned R values ranging from 1 to 8 that reflect the level of
anticipated system ductility: larger R values provide larger force
reduction and imply higher-ductility response. The AISC Seismic
Provisions provide a set of seismic detailing and proportioning
requirements specific to each system type intended to ensure that
the anticipated system ductility is achieved. Systems with R ≤ 3,
however, are exempt from the Seismic Provisions unless specified
otherwise by the applicable building code. As a result, the ASCE
7-05 category for steel systems not specifically detailed for seismic
resistance, referred to simply as R ¼ 3 systems, can have nearly the
same design base shear as an R ¼ 3.25 ordinary concentrically
braced frame (OCBF), which requires some level of prescriptive
ductile detailing. Since such detailing can be costly, the small reduction in design base shear offered by an OCBF is difficult to
justify economically in regions of moderate seismic hazard. Thus,
the R ¼ 3 provision is commonly used to design CBFs in moderate
seismic regions.
Despite the extensive use of these low-ductility concentrically
braced frames (CBFs), their defining failure characteristics—
including type and hierarchy of failure mechanisms as well as
potential sources of reserve capacity—are not understood at a fundamental level because of the fact that existing experimental data
and postearthquake observations of such frames are limited. Historically speaking, the only large-scale testing of CBFs prior to
the introduction of the special concentrically braced frame (SCBF)
to the AISC Seismic Provisions in 1997 was the U.S./Japan
Cooperative Earthquake Research Program Utilizing Large-size
Testing Facilities that began in 1983 (Foutch et al. 1987; Fukuta
et al. 1989; Roeder et al. 1987; Malley 2004). Sen et al. (2016) provided a narrative of this testing program and explain how it served
as the basis for the brace force and connection details for SCBFs.
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In the mid-2000s, SCBFs began to receive more experimental
attention through the work of Uriz (2005), Uriz and Mahin (2008),
and Roeder et al. (2011). These investigators developed an interest
in the possibility of enhancing SCBF ductility by allowing more
distributed inelastic response, including yielding in the connections
and plastic bending of the beams in a chevron configuration. Sen
et al. (2016) noted that the strong beam provision for current
chevron SCBFs was added as a theoretical consideration, supported
by numerical studies but not validated by further testing. They also
point out that several studies (Remennikov and Walpole 1998;
Tremblay and Robert 2001; Bradley et al. 2014; Lai and Mahin
2015) have shown that yielding beams might not only be acceptable, but also desirable in low-rise CBFs. This idea was a driving
force behind the more recent testing (Sen et al. 2016) of four twostory, full-scale, nonductile concentrically braced frames (NCBFs),
which were defined by Hsiao (2012) as steel CBFs constructed in
high-seismic regions prior to 1988. These tests illustrated the
ductile inelastic drift capacity that can be achieved with beams that
are weaker than required by the current AISC Seismic Provisions.
However, Sen et al. (2016) concluded each test shortly after
connection fracture (Test 3) or brace fracture (Tests 1, 2, and 4) at
maximum frame drifts of approximately 1.80, 0.70, 1.40, and
1.80%. Consequently, these tests provide little insight into brittle
damage states and frame behavior beyond the initial failures.
From the perspective of moderate seismic regions, the past
30 years of U.S. West Coast and Japanese CBF experimental programs have stopped short of investigating the fundamental characteristics of brittle damage states and system reserve capacity. Since
2004, several studies have identified the possibility and importance
of developing a design philosophy that allows the use of reserve
capacity to help prevent seismic collapse (Gryniuk and Hines
2004; Nelson et al. 2006; Nelson 2007; Gryniuk 2008; Appel
2008; Carter 2009; Hines et al. 2009; Hines and Fahnestock
2010; Aboosaber et al. 2012; Stoakes and Fahnestock 2011;
Stoakes 2012; Fahnestock et al. 2014). In response to these studies,
investigators at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and
Tufts University have teamed up with investigators at Polytechnique Montréal to develop a research program entitled Reserve
Capacity in New and Existing Low-Ductility Braced Frames,
which includes design studies, numerical simulations, and fullscale testing (Beland et al. 2014; Bradley et al. 2014;
Davaran et al. 2014; Nelson et al. 2014; Sizemore et al. 2014;
Nelson 2014; Bradley 2016). The tests discussed herein were
funded through the National Science Foundation (NSF) George
E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation
(NEES), and they are the centerpiece of this research program,
which opens a new chapter in the history of CBF research.
These two full-scale CBF experiments provide new insight regarding the postelastic behavior of low-ductility CBFs when loaded
through multiple brittle and ductile damage mechanisms to frame
drifts greater than 3.0%. The test units were designed as contemporary R ¼ 3 and OCBF systems, and specific attention was paid to
test unit performance after fracture of the braces and connections.
The details of these test units differ substantially from both the historical work of the U.S./Japan Program and the contemporary experimental work discussed by Sen et al. (2016). Furthermore, in all
of the previous full-scale CBF tests, there are no experimental
precedents for a low-ductility split-x configuration. This focus
on postelastic behavior of low-ductility designs in moderate seismic regions distinguishes these tests as the first of their kind. The
design parameters observed to affect postelastic behavior and reserve capacity in these experiments are as follows: amplification
of design period and element forces, bracing configuration, brace
KL=r and b=t ratios, brace connection weld capacity, beam
© ASCE

bending capacity, beam-column connection capacity, and column
continuity.

Prototype Building
A three-story office building, referred to herein as the prototype
building, was designed for Boston, Massachusetts, following
national building code requirements (ICC 2009). As Fig. 1 shows,
the rectangular floor plan of the prototype building is 45.7 by
53.3 m (150 by 175 ft) with five bays at 10.7 m (35 ft) in the
north-south direction and five bays at 9.14 m (30 ft) in the east-west
direction. The elevation in Fig. 1 illustrates the column orientation
and bracing configuration for the OCBF.
The prototype building is similar to the one used in previous
studies (Krawinkler 2000; Nelson 2007; Hines et al. 2009), with
minor adjustments made to enforce compatibility with geometrical
constraints and existing fixtures in the testing facility. Floor beams
in the prototype were spaced 3.0 m (10 ft) on center, and the floor
beams and girders were designed to act compositely with a concrete
floor slab without consideration of vibration control. The steel deck
of the floor slab spanned across the beams in the east-west direction
as indicated by S1 in Fig. 1. Floor slab construction was specified to
be 8.26 cm (3.25 in.) of 20.7 MPa (3,000 psi) lightweight concrete
(LWC) on 7.62-cm (3-in.) 20-gauge galvanized steel deck. Floor
slabs were assumed to overhang perimeter column centerlines
by 0.30 m (1 ft) on all sides. Façade loads were assumed to be
1.2 kPa (25 psf). Typical gravity framing member sizes for the
prototype are shown in the floor plan of Fig. 1.

Test Frame Design
As indicated by the dashed lines in the floor plan of Fig. 1, a pair of
single-bay interior braced frames provides resistance to lateral
loads in each orthogonal direction of the prototype building.
The braced frame location marked as BR-1 in the north-south
direction corresponds to the bracing bay that was designed and
constructed for the experiments. Two versions of the BR-1 braced
frame bay were designed: an R ¼ 3.25 split-x OCBF and an R ¼ 3
chevron CBF. The wind analysis assumed the prototype to be in
Exposure Category B. The seismic load effects were determined
assuming Site Class D and Seismic Design Category B. Design
spectral response acceleration parameters in the short period range
and at 1 s were, respectively, SDS ¼ 0.303 g and SD1 ¼ 0.109 g.
The effective seismic weight was taken to be 28.5 MN (6,400 kips).
Because of the relatively short height of the building, seismic load
combinations governed the design of both the OCBF and R ¼ 3
lateral systems.
The seismic design base shear, V, for the BR-1 braced frame
was 858 kN (193 kips) for the R ¼ 3.25 OCBF system and
1,490 kN (335 kips) for the R ¼ 3 system. The difference in V
for the two systems was influenced slightly by the different R values, but most significantly by the different fundamental periods
chosen in the design base shear calculations. The approximate
period, T a , was determined according to ASCE 7-05 to be
0.347 s, and was used to design the R ¼ 3 system. For the OCBF
system, a fundamental period of 0.635 s was calculated via the
Rayleigh procedure; however, ASCE 7-05 places an upper limit
(Cu T a ) on the calculated period, which resulted in a design period
of Cu T a ¼ 1.6ð0.347 sÞ ¼ 0.555 s. The choice to use the approximate period for the R ¼ 3 design in this study, despite the fact that
ASCE 7-05 permits the use of the calculated period, was a deliberate juxtaposition of the simplest possible moderate seismic CBF
design (no seismic detailing or proportioning) with an economical
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Fig. 1. Typical floor plan and OCBF braced frame elevation for the prototype building

OCBF design that draws on a designers’ familiarity with dynamic
behavior and conforms to the Seismic Provisions. Braces were
designed as square hollow structural sections (HSS), meeting
b=t limits for moderately ductile members in the OCBF design,
but not in the R ¼ 3 CBF design. The OCBF connection and
column design forces account for amplified seismic effects using
a system overstrength factor, Ωo , of 2 as required by the AISC
Seismic Provisions (AISC 2005). The R ¼ 3 connection design
conforms to ASCE 7-05, but not to the Massachusetts State Building Code, 8th Edition, which requires R ¼ 3 connections to be designed for amplified seismic forces (Massachusetts State Board of
Building Regulations and Standard 2010). This lack of any amplified seismic force considerations in the R ¼ 3 design is consistent
with the intent that R ¼ 3 buildings need only conform to the AISC
Specification and not the Seismic Provisions. Aside from the consideration of amplified forces, the OCBF and R ¼ 3 connection
detailing approaches were identical. Although the test frames were
designed after 2010, they were designed according to the 2005
editions of AISC 341 and ASCE 7 to be consistent with the
Massachusetts State Building Code, 8th Edition, which does not
reference the 2010 versions of those documents.
© ASCE

Experimental Setup
The two full-scale braced frame experiments were conducted at the
Advanced Technology for Large Structural Systems (ATLSS)
Engineering Research Center in the NEES at Lehigh Real-Time
Multi-Directional facility. Fig. 2 shows elevations of both test setups indicating member sizes and key components, and Fig. 3 shows
a photograph of the laboratory with the R ¼ 3 chevron CBF test unit
installed. The yield and ultimate strengths of the test unit members,
determined via coupon testing, are provided in Table 1. A flux-cored
arc welding (FCAW) procedure with E71-T1 electrode, which has
nominal tensile strength equal to 482 MPa (70 ksi), was used for
welds connecting braces to gusset plates, angles to gusset plates,
and angles to beam webs. No specific Charpy impact toughness requirements were specified for the electrode.
Loading, Reaction, and Bracing Systems
The test units were erected within an existing testbed comprising
(1) a pair of stabilizing frames to provide out-of-plane stability and
(2) in-plane loading and reaction fixtures and components. Load
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Fig. 2. Test frame elevations: (a) R ¼ 3.25 split-x OCBF; (b) R ¼ 3 chevron

outer faces of the columns. In this way, the loading and bracing
system accommodated a number of potential behaviors including,
but not limited to, the following: eccentrically braced frame
(EBF) mechanisms after brace buckling or weld fracture; lateraltorsional, flexural-torsional, or constrained-axis flexural-torsional
beam buckling; frame expansion attributable to rotations of the
beam-column gusset connections; frame contraction attributable
to buckling, crushing, or other inelastic behaviors; and vertical
and horizontal translations and in-plane rotations of all test unit
components.
Loading Protocol and Instrumentation

Fig. 3. Complete R ¼ 3 chevron test setup in the ATLSS testing
facility

was delivered to the test units through two actuators, which were
each attached to a pair of loading tubes and to the strong wall
through a steel grillage. Load was reacted through (1) ground links
and (2) base fixtures. The ground links were pinned linkages with
load cells that provided horizontal reaction forces at the columns to
simulate the ground level in the prototype. The test unit columns
extended below the centerline of the Level 1 beam by 113 cm
(44.5 in.), where they connected to the base fixtures, which provided nominally moment-free reaction points, via bolted base
plates.
Because of the anticipation of large vertical beam deflections
after brace buckling or fracture, the loading system was designed
to deliver lateral load without imposing vertical constraints on the
beams. Rather than connecting directly to the test unit beams, load
was delivered to the test units purely through bearing contact on the
© ASCE

Quasistatic cyclic-symmetric loading protocols were used for most
portions of both experiments. Except for a portion of the R ¼ 3 chevron experiment, the primary loading protocol was to keep the Level 3
actuator in displacement control while the Level 2 actuator was
slaved by force to the Level 3 actuator. During this time, the ratio
of applied actuator forces, FA3 ∶FA2 , was held constant at 3.42 to reflect the ASCE 7-05 design seismic force distribution of the prototype frames. Since only the first two stories of the prototype frames
were tested in the laboratory, the force ratio was determined by lumping the seismic design forces—derived using the Equivalent Lateral
Force Procedure (ASCE 2005)—from Level 3 and Level R together
(Fig. 1). A summary of the loading protocol targets as well as measured base shears, V B , and measured frame drifts, δ T =H, is provided
in Tables 2 and 3.

Expected Behavior
Prior to testing, the experimental setup and loading protocol were
simulated numerically to develop predictions for the response of
each test unit. The simulated behavior was highly sensitive to
the modeled weld overstrength, brace effective length, and initial
brace out of straightness. For instance, considering the R ¼ 3 CBF
with and without a weld overstrength of 10% of Rn caused the
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Table 1. Material Properties of Frame Elements Obtained from Coupon Tests
Fy
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R ¼ 3.25 split-x
Columns
L3 beam
L2 beam
S2 brace
S1 brace
R ¼ 3 chevron
South column
North column
L3 beam
L2 beam
S2 brace
S1 brace
Both test units
Base PL
Angles
Gussets
Bolts

Grade

(MPa)

(ksi)

(MPa)

(ksi)

W12 × 53
W12 × 40
W12 × 26
HSS6 × 6 × 3=8
HSS6 × 6 × 1=2

A992
A992
A992
A1085
A1085

370
363
352
430
401

53.6
52.7
51.0
62.4
58.1

501
480
450
496
447

72.6
69.6
65.3
71.9
64.9

W12 × 53
W12 × 53
W12 × 40
W12 × 40
HSS8 × 8 × 1=4
HSS8 × 8 × 3=8

A992
A992
A992
A992
A1085
A1085

367
349
354
363
367
417

53.2
50.6
51.3
52.7
53.3
60.5

498
476
474
491
450
500

72.3
69.0
68.7
71.2
65.2
72.5

20 × 20 × 1 1=2
2L4 × 4 × 1=2
19 mm ð3=4 in:Þ
25 mm ð1 in:Þ diameter

A572 Grade 50
A36
A36
A490

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

Table 2. Target Frame Drifts, Measured Frame Drifts, and Measured Base
Shear at Cycle Peaks for the R ¼ 3.25 Split-x Test Unit
Target
Cycle

Frame drift (%)

Positive
δ T =H (%)

V B (kN)

Negative
δ T =H (%)

V B (kN)

1
2
3
4
5

0.025
0.025
0.050
0.075
0.10

Elastic regime
181
0.023a
0.023a
176
362
0.047a
544
0.071a
0.10
728

−0.029a
−0.029a
−0.054a
−0.079a
−0.10

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25

Ductile regime
0.15
1,066
0.20
1,388
0.25
1,634
0.30
1,802
0.35
1,920
0.40
2,004
0.45
2,072
0.50
2,129
0.75
2,399
1.00
2,528
1.25
2,564

−0.15
−0.20
−0.25
−0.30
−0.35
−0.40
−0.45
−0.50
−0.75
−1.00
−1.25

−1,154
−1,498
−1,742
−1,836
−1,903
−1,970
−2,031
−2,082
−2,327
−2,426
−2,448

17
18
19

1.50
2.00
3.00

Brittle regime
2,534
1.49b
2.00
617
219
2.98b

−1.49b
−1.62b
−2.34c

−2,353
−2,222
−458

−223
−227
−406
−595
−783

a

Point of peak base shear for given half-cycle does not coincide with target
drift attributable to initial offset in displacement measurements.
b
Point of peak base shear for given half-cycle does not coincide with target
drift attributable to development of damage; however, the target drift was
achieved.
c
In Cycle 19, the test was terminated when the test unit reached
−2.34% drift.

predicted governing limit state to change from Story 1 brace-togusset weld group fracture at a numerical base shear, V B0 , of
2,340 kN (526 kips) to Story 2 brace buckling at V B0 ¼
2,527 kN (568 kips). This uncertainty in governing limit states
is reflected by the demand-to-capacity ratios (DCRs) in Table 4,
which were computed for brace members and brace-to-gusset weld
groups using mill report material data and assuming weld capacities
© ASCE

Fu

Shape

Member

with an overstrength of 10%. The OCBF model, which was less
sensitive to variations in assumed weld strength as the connections
were designed for amplified forces, predicted Story 1 brace buckling at V B0 ¼ 1,615 kN (363 kips) followed by a Story 2 brace-togusset tensile fracture at V B0 ¼ 1,922 kN (432 kips). Although
there was a high level of confidence that one of two mechanisms
would govern each test unit, the ability to assign value to relative
likelihoods was limited. This resulted in further uncertainties regarding the postelastic response, which was largely influenced
by the initial limit state itself.
Qualitatively, response of the OCBF was expected to exhibit
more ductile brace buckling behavior than the R ¼ 3 CBF because
of the connection design amplified force and brace b=t requirements. In addition, the split-x configuration was expected to provide better force redistribution between stories after brace buckling.
Although OCBF requirements are intended to provide more ductile
behavior, in both the R ¼ 3 and OCBF designs, story mechanisms
may develop and there are no specific provisions to forestall their
occurrence.

Experimental Behavior
Hysteretic plots of experimental base shear, V B , versus total frame
drift, δ T =H, for both experiments are shown in Fig. 4. Triangular
markers have been placed on the left and right vertical axes of the
plots in Fig. 4 to indicate multiples of the design base shear, V, for
the OCBF and R ¼ 3 frames, respectively. More detailed numerical
information regarding base shears and total frame drifts is provided
in Tables 2 and 3.
Fig. 5 shows elevations of both test units along with indicators
for each observation from the experiments. The alphanumeric codes, which are described in full by Bradley (2016), indicate the type
and chronological sequence of a given observation. For instance,
D01 indicates the first observation of ductile behavior. These code
numbers are used herein to correlate the location of selected
observations with descriptions in the text.
R  3.25 Ordinary Concentrically Braced Frame Test
After the first signs of inelasticity, local damages developed in a
variety of locations throughout the OCBF test unit. As a result
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Table 3. Target Frame Drifts, Measured Frame Drifts, and Measured Base
Shear at Cycle Peaks for the R ¼ 3 Chevron Test Unit
Target
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Cycle

Positive

Frame drift (%)

δ T =H (%)

Negative

V B (kN)

δ T =H (%)

V B (kN)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Phase I: Primary loading protocol
0.05
0.05
351
−0.05
0.10
0.10
652
−0.10
0.15
0.15
963
−0.15
0.20
0.20
1,293
−0.20
0.25
0.25
1,574
−0.25
0.30
0.30
1,857
−0.30
2,047
−0.28a
0.35
0.34a

−335
−668
−995
−1,319
−1,637
−1,915
−1,954

8

Phase II: Secondary loading protocol
0.48
2,393
0.22c
N/Ab

40c

9
10
11
12–45

Phase III: Primary loading protocol
471
−0.44a
0.50
0.48a
663
−0.72d
0.75
0.72d
1.00
1.00
750
−0.81d
511e
−0.68e
1.00
0.88e

−757
−788
−846
−579e

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Phase IV: Secondary loading protocol
N/Ab
0.04f
−16f
−0.24
0.12f
8f
−0.21
N/Ab
0.03f
−13f
−0.23
N/Ab
0.03f
−16f
−0.20
N/Ab
384
−0.57a
0.50
0.43d
d
513
−0.93d
1.00
0.84
609
−1.33a
1.25
1.28a
d
1.75
1.71
664
−1.75
642
1.18c
þ2.00
1.94d
þ3.00
2.25d
653
1.11c
þ5.00
4.07d
658
2.27c

−1,972
−1,927
−1,924
−1,622
−1,332
−1,539
−1,869
−2,285
210c
0c
−24c

a
Point of peak base shear for given half-cycle does not coincide with peak
drift attributable to development of damage; however, the target drift was
achieved.
b
N/A indicates that target frame drifts were not specified. Rather, drifts
were imposed only in an attempt to induce weld failure in Story 1.
c
The negative base shear and drift values in Cycles 8, 54, 55, and 56
represent minimum measurements for those half-cycles.
d
The target drift was not achieved in a given half-cycle because of control
overrides by the researchers implemented in response to observed
behaviors or in consideration of safety.
e
The peak drift and base shear values were averaged for Cycles 12 to 45.
f
The positive base shear and drift values in Cycles 46 through 49 represent
maximum measurements for those half-cycles.

Table 4. Design-Level Demand-to-Capacity Ratios for Members of Both
Test Units with V B0 ¼ V

Element
S2
S2
S2
S2
S1
S1
S1
S1

N brace
N weld
S brace
S weld
N brace
N weld
S brace
S weld

R ¼ 3.25 OCBF

R ¼ 3 CBF

V ¼ 858 kN

V ¼ 1,490 kN

Demand
383
−495
−614
502

Capacity

DCR

Demand

Capacity

DCR

1,984a
1,525
−805b
−1,525
−974b
−1,997
2,415a
1,997

0.19
0.25
0.61
0.32
0.63c
0.31
0.21
0.25

−761

−1,210b
−1,272
1,535a
1,272
−1,753b
−1,597
2,589a
1,597

0.63c
0.60
0.50
0.60
0.55
0.60
0.37
0.60

761
−966
966

Note: Forces shown are in kN; positive values indicate tension and negative
values indicate compression.
a
Brace net section ruptured.
b
Brace buckling.
c
Maximum predicted DCR at design level loading.
© ASCE

of the local damages, the global hysteretic response of the test unit
was ductile up to 1.50% drift. During these cycles, the test unit
retained substantial strength as the magnitude of V B approached
three times the design value. At the peak of the cycle to
δ T =H ¼ 1.50%, the first brittle mechanism occurred as a braceto-gusset weld fractured in Story 2. After this point, the response
of the test unit was dominated by brittle failure mechanisms, and
the integrity of the system diminished rapidly.
Elastic Regime
The test unit behaved elastically up to δT =H ¼ 0.10%. Within
this range, the stiffness of the test unit, quantified using base
shear and frame drift, remained at approximately 793 kN=cm
(453 k=in:). At the positive peak of the following cycle,
when the frame drift reached δ T =H ¼ 0.15%, several yield lines
developed in the Level 2 beam web at the frame midspan
(D01). The initial yielding in the beam web occurred at
V B ¼ 1,066 kN ð240 kipsÞ ¼ 1.24V. Photographic records also reveal that minor brace buckling occurred in the Story 1 north and
south braces at drifts of δT =H ¼ 0.15%, respectively (D02, D03).
Ductile Regime
At δT =H ¼ 0.30%, elliptical yield lines began to form in the gusset
plate of the Level 3 south connection (D06). This yielding region
developed as the result of increasing out-of-plane rotations at the
ends of the Story 2 south brace attributable to buckling. When
drifting to δT =H ¼ 0.75%, the Story 2 north brace began to yield
at the net section because of the large tension force resulting from a
secondary load path becoming active (D12). At the peak of the
cycle with δ T =H ¼ 1.00%, the Level 2 beam bottom flange began
to buckle locally at the south end of the lower midspan gusset plate
(D14). When drifting to δT =H ¼ −1.00%, the midspan beam-togusset weld on the bottom flange of the Level 2 beam began to
crack (D16), and at δT =H ¼ 1.25%, the brace-to-gusset welds
on both the Story 2 braces yielded (D18).
At the end of the ductile regime, there was extensive damage
throughout the test unit; however, system strength was still
relatively well preserved. The maintenance of strength at this point
in the experiment can be attributed to all of the ductile local
damages discussed above, which collectively facilitated global
system ductility. Aside from the buckled braces [D20, D21,
Fig. 6(a)], the two areas that appeared to be the most heavily damaged at the end of the ductile regime were the Level 3 south connection [D22, Fig. 7(a)] and the Level 2 midspan connection [D23,
Fig. 7(b)]. All the damage in Fig. 7(a), aside from the beam web
and flange local buckling, was evident after the ductile regime.
Brittle Regime
It was during the brittle regime that the test unit reached its maximum drift; however, the strength of the frame degraded substantially after two brittle mechanisms occurred, each of which had
a larger effect on the response of the test unit than any single ductile
mechanism. At δ T =H ¼ 1.50%, a combined weld fracture and
partial brace net section fracture occurred at the Level 2 upper midspan connection [B01, Fig. 7(c)]. All four brace-to-gusset welds on
the lower end of the Story 2 north brace fractured completely, and
the east side of the brace partially fractured at the net section. This
fracture occurred suddenly and was accompanied by an immediate
loss of stiffness and base shear capacity in the test unit [Fig. 8(a)].
Because of the split-x configuration of the braces, the response
of the system was largely unaffected by the loss of the braceto-gusset weld group when drifting south to −1.50%. However,
cycling toward δ T =H ¼ 2.00% again revealed the significant effect
of the fractured brace-to-gusset weld group. Before reaching
the target drift of −2.00%, the beam-to-gusset weld on the lower
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Hysteresis of base shear versus total frame drift: (a) OCBF; (b) R ¼ 3 CBF

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Location and sequence of observed inelasticity: (a) OCBF; (b) R ¼ 3 CBF

side of the Level 2 midspan connection fractured at −1.62%
(B02). Immediately after fracture, the base shear capacity of
the test unit dropped from −2,222 kN (−500 kips) to −374 kN
(−84 kips).
Up until this point in the experiment, the test unit had relied
heavily on the midspan X connection as a component of the
primary load path. When the gusset-to-beam weld group fractured,
this load path no longer existed, and the test unit became weak
and soft in both directions. The remaining frame capacity
of 219 kN ð49 kipsÞ ¼ 0.26V at a total drift of 2.98% can be
attributed largely to frame action developed through bending of
© ASCE

the columns and beams. This reserve capacity can also be expressed
as 8.5% of the peak recorded V B .
R  3 Chevron Concentrically Braced Frame Test
Unlike the OCBF test, the specific nature of the failures that
occurred (i.e., brittle versus ductile) in the R ¼ 3 CBF test
were not clearly distinct chronologically. Before any ductile behavior was observed, both Story 2 braces buckled in a brittle manner,
causing Story 2 to become soft relative to Story 1; however, ductile
behavior was observed later in the test. A secondary protocol was
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Fig. 6. Buckled braces from the (a) OCBF; (b) R ¼ 3 CBF test units

Fig. 7. OCBF damage: (a) gusset plate with elliptical yielding region; (b) beam midspan panel zone with flange and web local buckling and weld
cracking; (c) brace weld and partial net section fracture

implemented for portions of this experiment to focus on limit states
in Story 1. Based on the two loading protocols and the observed
damage progression, four test phases have been defined.
Phase I
In Phase I, the test unit behaved elastically up to the drift increments of δ T =H ¼ 0.30%. Within this range, the stiffness of
the test unit, quantified using base shear and frame drift, was
approximately 686 kN=cm (392 k=in:). As the test unit was
approaching the target frame drift of 0.35%, the Story 2 north
brace buckled, resulting in a dramatic loss of stiffness and base
shear capacity [B01, Fig. 8(b)]. In the next half-cycle, at −0.28%,
the Story 2 south brace buckled in a similar manner [B02,
Fig. 6(b)]. The initial buckling of both of these braces occurred
© ASCE

at V B ≈ 2,000 kN ð450 kipsÞ ¼ 1.34V. Because of the instantaneous nature of the buckling in these braces [Fig. 9(b)], and considering the resulting drops in stiffness and base shear capacity,
these buckling mechanisms were considered brittle with respect
to system response.
Phase II
After the Story 2 braces buckled, the stiffness of Story 2 relative to
Story 1 dropped substantially. A secondary protocol was implemented with the goal of inducing a failure in Story 1 without further
damaging Story 2. The Level 3 actuator was set to force control
with a target value of 0 kN, and the Level 2 actuator was set to
displacement control with increasing target displacements. The
secondary protocol was implemented for one half-cycle as drifts
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Story 2 shear contribution when drifting north for the (a) OCBF; (b) R ¼ 3 CBF

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Brace force versus longitudinal deformation for the (a) OCBF; (b) R ¼ 3 CBF

were imposed to the north. This portion of the experiment has been
defined as Phase II. During this time, the test unit drift was elastic
up to approximately 0.40% frame drift before a distinct softening in
the response became apparent. As the imposed base shear was increased up to 2,393 kN (538 kips), no new major failure mechanism
occurred. However, at the end of this half-cycle, buckling and
yielding of the beam at the Level 2 south connection were observed. Although these behaviors were ductile in nature, they were
the result of the artificially large loads imposed by the secondary
loading protocol; therefore, the behavior is not considered to be part
of the ductile regime.

at the locations of local buckling (D01a, D01b). During the first 18
cycles of Phase III, these cracks propagated through the east, top,
and bottom walls of both Story 2 braces—only the west wall of
each brace remained intact. In all 36 cycles of Phase III, the loading
was reversed when the braces came visibly close to bearing on the
stabilizing frame. The response of the test unit was consistent during these cycles, with average frame drifts of þ0.88%= − 0.68%
and V B repeatedly approaching 658 kN ð148 kipsÞ ¼ 0.44V.
This reserve capacity, which arose from combined beam and
column bending, can also be expressed as 27% of the peak
recorded V B .

Phase III
In Phase III, loading was resumed under the primary protocol
where Phase I had ended with the objective to further exercise
the buckled Story 2 braces. Large out-of-plane deformations of
the buckled Story 2 braces (bearing on the stabilizing frame)
required that δT =H be capped at approximately 1.0%. Through
repeated drift cycles, both of the Story 2 braces developed cracks

Phase IV
To further exercise Story 1, the capacity of the brace-to-gusset weld
group at the Level 1 south connection was reduced via grinding,
and the secondary loading protocol (i.e., applying loads only at
Level 2) was used to induce a compressive fracture at the connection. After the weld group fractured (B03), Story 1 of the test unit
was cycled to increasing target frame drift increments under the
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Fig. 10. Sources of ductility and reserve capacity in the R ¼ 3 chevron test unit attributable to (a) the L1S brace reengagement mechanism; (b) the
L2B long-link EBF mechanism

secondary loading protocol as specified in Table 3. When drifting to
the south, the Story 1 south brace (with fractured welds) began to
bear on the gusset plate, resulting in a strength and stiffness comparable to the unfractured state. This phenomenon is referred to
herein as brace reengagement [D02, Fig. 10(a)]. When drifting
in the opposite direction, the fractured welds in the Story 1 south
brace were unable to transfer any tension. As a result, a mechanism
referred to herein as a long-link EBF formed: the compression force
in the Story 1 north brace created a net upward force at the Level 2
beam midspan, which essentially acted as a flexural link between
the midspan connection and the south column [D04a, D04b,
Fig. 10(b)].
During the drift excursion to δ T =H ¼ 2.00%, the vertical
displacement of the Level 2 beam attributable to the long-link
EBF behavior was large enough to cause the Story 1 south brace
to slide entirely off of the Level 1 south gusset plate. As a result of
the buckling and twisting in the Level 2 beam at this point (D05),
the free end of the Story 1 south brace moved out of plane to the
west when it slipped off of the gusset (D06). After this point, the
brace could not reengage the gusset in any additional cycles.
During the last few half-cycles of this experiment, the behavior
of the test unit was dominated by the long-link EBF mechanism
in the Level 2 beam and hinging of the columns at Level 1
© ASCE

(D07, D08). During these half-cycles, the test unit exhibited
significant ductility as it maintained 658 kN (148 kips) of base shear
capacity up to the maximum frame drift of approximately 4.0%. This
frame drift was concentrated almost entirely in Story 1, corresponding to Δ1 =h1 ¼ 6.8%. The reserve capacity observed at this large
Story 1 drift was coincidentally the same value as observed after
brace buckling in Story 2: 0.44V or 27% of the peak recorded V B .
Comparison of Test Observations
The hysteretic behaviors of the systems were influenced largely by
two underlying design parameters: system type and system
configuration. System type, which is defined by seismic force
reduction (R value) in combination with seismic detailing and proportioning, was observed to have a substantial effect on the system
ductility. System configuration, which is defined by the bracing
geometry, was observed to influence both system ductility and reserve capacity. The split-x OCBF exhibited favorable ductile
behavior but had little reserve capacity, whereas the R ¼ 3 chevron
CBF exhibited favorable reserve capacity but was not initially ductile. Fig. 8 provides one metric for this comparison by illustrating
the allocation of shear resistance in Story 2, V 2 , among components
of the test units.
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The split-x OCBF achieved substantial capacity and up-front
ductility as a result of the robust brace buckling behavior and
connection overstrength, but quickly lost that capacity following
the primary failure mechanism. In comparison, the R ¼ 3 chevron
CBF had little up-front ductility, but developed reserve capacity by
distributing the story shear among columns, beams, and braces
following the primary failure mechanism. After buckling of both
upper story braces in the R ¼ 3 CBF, the significant drop in
stiffness resulted in a shift in demand, and a larger proportion
of the story shear was resisted by the columns. In the OCBF,
the majority of story shear was carried by the braces even after
the onset of brace buckling attributable to the split-x configuration,
which maintained a secondary load path because of its indeterminacy. As the stiffness of the buckling braces dropped, however, an
increasing amount of load was transferred through the Level 3
beam and into the tension braces. This behavior continued until
the tension brace force became large enough to yield, and ultimately fracture, the brace-to-gusset welded connection. Afterward,
frame action governed the response.
Effect of System Type
The aspects of system type that were most influential on the ductility of the response were the maximum width-to-thickness (b=t)
ratio of the braces and the strengthened connections. Figs. 6 and 9
illustrate the effect of the b=t requirement by juxtaposing photographs of buckled braces (Fig. 6) and corresponding plots of brace
force versus longitudinal brace deformation (Fig. 9) from the two
test units. pThe
braces of the OCBF were required to have
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b=t ≤ 0.64 E=Fy ¼ 16.1, and they exhibited gradual buckling
behavior that provided an appreciable region of ductile response.
The stocky walls of the OCBF braces (HSS6 × 6 × 1=2:
b=t ¼ 8.40; HSS6 × 6 × 3=8: b=t ¼ 12.8) allowed plastic hinges
to develop across a distributed region, and no local buckling or
cracking occurred. As a result, substantial strength and ductility
in the global response of the test unit were retained up to δ T =H ¼
1.50% as shown in Fig. 4(a). In contrast, the braces of the R ¼ 3
CBF were not required to meet any b=t limit, and they behaved in a
brittle manner upon reaching their critical buckling load, exhibiting
a sudden transition from unbuckled to buckled configurations that
was accompanied by a dramatic drop in strength. These braces developed local buckling concurrently with global buckling as a result
of the slender walls (HSS8 × 8 × 1=4: b=t ¼ 28.8), and cracks developed and propagated at the local buckling locations during
subsequent cycles.
Although the b=t requirements are clearly beneficial for the reasons mentioned above, the ductility and strength exhibited by the
OCBF are also attributed to the design of the connections. The AISC
Seismic Provisions require connections in OCBFs to be designed
for the amplified seismic load, using Ωo ¼ 2. This is a simplified
capacity-design requirement that is intended to delay connection failure and focus inelastic response in the braces. The OCBF test illustrated the beneficial effect of this requirement as the braces exhibited
ductile buckling and yielding for a drift range of 1.50%. The overstrength requirement for the OCBF is also responsible for the extensive local yielding in the connections, which was observed in the
gusset plates, welds, brace net sections, and in sections of the beams
adjacent to the gusset plates. Without the overstrength capacity, it is
likely that the brace-to-gusset welds would have fractured before
other more ductile behaviors developed.
Effect of System Configuration
In the split-x OCBF, brace buckling was distributed between
the two stories and only the south braces buckled. Because of
the combined effects of the distributed buckling and the X bracing
configuration, the behavior of the test unit was both ductile and
© ASCE

Fig. 11. Base shear versus total frame drift for the R ¼ 3 CBF Phase
IV loading

globally symmetric for a large portion of the experiment; however,
after the brace-to-gusset weld fracture, little reserve capacity or
ductility remained. In contrast, both braces in Story 2 of the R ¼
3 chevron CBF buckled early in the experiment. As a result, Story 2
became a soft story and only developed shear capacity through secondary flexural frame action. Although the braces were severely
damaged, they retained sufficient strength in tension to bend the
Level 3 beam and develop reserve capacity through what the authors have defined to be a long-link EBF mechanism [Fig. 8(b)].
This long-link EBF behavior occurs in a chevron CBF when one
brace has severely reduced capacity and the other is still intact,
causing half of the beam to behave as a flexural link in an EBF.
After the brace-to-gusset weld fracture in the Level 1 south connection, the response of the R ¼ 3 CBF test unit became asymmetric: a long-link EBF mechanism developed in the Level 2 beam
when loading to the north, and a brace reengagement mechanism
developed when loading to the south. The long-link EBF and brace
reengagement behaviors are represented by the photos and deformed shape schematics in Fig. 10. In addition, the plot in Fig. 11
represents the portion of the R ¼ 3 chevron experiment (Phase IV)
in which these behaviors were observed.
The reengagement behavior, which is possible in any bracing
configuration, caused the strength and stiffness of the test unit in
the damaged state to be comparable to the initial, elastic state.
However, the ability to develop such substantial brace reengagement capacity is dependent on the location and nature of the
connection fracture, and is somewhat unreliable. For instance,
if the brace-to-gusset weld had fractured at a midspan connection,
the brace reengagement behavior could have been drastically
different because of the bearing geometries. Furthermore,
during the R ¼ 3 test, the fractured brace eventually lost all its
ability to reengage as a result of the frame kinematics at large
drifts.
Comparison of Predictions and Observations
The models developed prior to testing effectively identified highly
probable initial limit states, but not their relative likelihood. In the
case of the R ¼ 3 CBF, Story 2 brace buckling was identified as the
governing limit state, but only because welds were modeled with
overstrength. The OCBF model incorrectly predicted that a Story 1
brace would buckle first (as opposed to a Story 2 brace), but the
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Story 2 brace DCR (0.61) was only slightly smaller than the Story 1
brace DCR (0.63). The models also suggested behaviors such as
long-link EBF and brace reengagement, both of which were
influential in designing the loading system and observed during
the experiments. Since testing, the models have been calibrated
using as-built geometries and material properties from coupon tests
to match the experimental results with good agreement (Sizemore
et al. 2016). In general, however, weld overstrength remains a large
and influential uncertainty, and accurately predicting governing
brittle limit states and subsequent damages continues to be a
significant challenge.
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Summary and Conclusions
Two unique full-scale, low-ductility, braced frame systems designed for a moderate seismic location were exercised extensively
into the inelastic range (past 3% frame drift) with a focus on
damage sequence and secondary behavior (reserve capacity), which
strongly influence seismic collapse prevention.
Key Behaviors of the R  3.25 Split-x OCBF
1. As imposed frame drifts increased up to δ T =H ¼ 1.50%, a
variety of local damages developed in various components of
the test unit. The damages included tension and shear yielding,
flange and web local buckling, weld yielding, and weld
cracking. In addition, the Story 1 and Story 2 south braces
buckled substantially out of plane.
2. At δ T =H ¼ 1.50%, the lower brace-to-gusset weld of the
Story 2 north brace fractured abruptly. The large tension force
required to fracture this weld group was developed as a result of
the change in load path caused by the buckling of the Story 2
south brace.
3. When approaching δ T =H ¼ −2.00%, the beam-to-gusset weld
group fractured on the lower side of the midspan X connection.
This weld fracture effectively eliminated the load path remaining between the intact braces, and the integrity of the test unit
was reduced to a base shear capacity of 0.26V achieved through
frame action.
Key Behaviors of the R  3 Chevron CBF
1. The Story 2 north and south braces buckled globally and
locally at δ T =H ≈ 0.35%. The buckling of each brace was accompanied by a large reduction in frame strength and stiffness,
and this behavior is considered brittle with respect to the system
response.
2. A brace-to-gusset weld fracture was induced at the Level 1 south
connection. With the weld group fractured, the test unit developed two sources of reserve capacity described as (1) long-link
EBF behavior and (2) brace reengagement behavior.
3. With the long-link EBF mechanism active, the test unit retained
a base shear capacity of 0.44V when pushing the test unit to
δ T =H ¼ 4.0%ðΔ1 =h1 ¼ 6.8%Þ. Similarly, with the brace reengagement mechanism active, the base shear reached 1.53V
when pushing the test unit to −1.75% (Δ1 =h1 ¼ −2.00%).
Design Implications
These two tests constitute the first full-scale experimental investigation into the postelastic, cyclic behavior of contemporary, lowductility, steel concentrically braced frames. They provide valuable
insight into the kinds of behaviors that can be expected from
such systems. The tests also demonstrate the range of uncertainty
© ASCE

inherent in such systems, which are not currently designed on a
consistent philosophical basis. The results of these tests suggest
that such a consistent philosophical basis may be developed for
moderate seismic regions if the structural engineering community
considers damage mechanisms and postelastic behaviors that fall
outside the canon of high seismic design. One aspect that requires
closer consideration is the reserve capacity of such systems, defined
as the seismic force–resisting capacity of the building after degradation of the primary seismic force–resisting system (SFRS).
Although these tests are not definitive assessments of R ¼ 3,
OCBF, chevron, or split-x frames, they do provide valuable initial
insights for design. For instance, R ¼ 3 frames, lacking b=t requirements and amplified connection forces, are generally expected
to show more brittle behavior with respect to brace buckling
and connection fracture than their OCBF counterparts. Similarly,
achieving primary SFRS ductility in an OCBF is more likely in
a split-x configuration than in a chevron configuration because
the KL=r requirements for OCBF chevrons, combined with the
b=t requirements, can result in brace sizes that are significantly
larger than necessary to resist seismic design forces.
A designer who explicitly considers reserve capacity could develop any number of potential primary system configurations and
tailor each configuration to transition from the elastic range to the
postelastic range in a manner that ensures adequate reserve capacity. In order to do so, the designer would need to know the strength
and deformation limits required of the reserve system in question.
However, the current state of the practice in moderate seismic
regions does not include the explicit consideration of reserve capacity. As the tests in this paper were designed to reflect the current
state of the practice, observations of these tests in the postelastic
range reflect unintentional reserve capacity mechanisms that
exhibit levels of collapse prevention performance ranging from
unacceptable to potentially adequate.
For instance, chevron configurations have a tendency to develop
long-link EBF behavior after buckling and fracture of a single
brace. Such long-link EBF plastic mechanisms may develop in
multiple stories without compromising the stability of the overall
structure. The split-x configuration provides an interesting counterpoint to the chevron configuration. Considered from the perspective
of SCBF design, the split-x is more efficient because it does not
result in the same level of unbalanced loads on the beam after brace
buckling, and therefore does not require such large beams to sustain
the net downward forces resulting from such unbalanced loads.
This is a positive characteristic of the split-x configuration that
has been welcomed both in high seismic regions for SCBFs and
in moderate seismic regions for OCBFs. Ironically, however,
OCBFs in moderate seismic regions cannot be expected to benefit
from the split-x characteristics because the braces and connections
are not explicitly designed to yield in tension. As a result, OCBF
and R ¼ 3 split-x configurations are vulnerable to losing brace
capacity in two adjacent stories. Since the middle beam of a
split-x is likely to be relatively small and have little beam-tocolumn connection capacity—because it does not have gusset
plates—the consequence of losing brace capacity in two adjacent
stories is more severe in a split-x than in a chevron. When a split-x
OCBF or R ¼ 3 frame loses brace capacity in two adjacent stories,
there is little moment frame capacity and the system is left with
almost no reliable reserve capacity. Such behavior was demonstrated
by the split-x OCBF test. This does not imply that split-x configurations should not be used in OCBF or R ¼ 3 systems, but rather that
the use of split-x configurations for such system types should also
include the explicit consideration of reserve capacity.
As reflected by the observations above, these tests serve as general illustrations of possible postelastic low-ductility steel CBF
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behavior. The tests themselves required new thinking about loading
apparatus and loading histories that would allow for observation
and discovery of low-ductility system behavior. Some of the test
results were unexpected, such as the remarkable ductility of the
W12 × 26 Level 2 panel zone in the split-x, the buckling of only
the south braces in the split-x, the ductility of the W12 × 40 longlink EBF mechanism, and the strength and ductility of several
welded connections. These tests demonstrate system behavior at
full scale, less encumbered by artificial boundary conditions than
previous research into component-level behavior, and they suggest
that further system testing is still needed for developing fundamental understanding of low-ductility systems. Although reserve
capacity can be limited in low-ductility braced frames if not
thoughtfully considered, structural engineers have the opportunity
to employ both a structure’s primary system and its potential
reserve systems when designing for economical seismic collapse
prevention.
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Parametric Study of Low-Ductility Concentrically
Braced Frames under Cyclic Static Loading
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Abstract: In moderate seismic regions, engineers are permitted to use a response modification coefficient, R, of 3 in the design of steel
systems without any specific seismic detailing or proportioning requirements. Recent research, however, has raised questions regarding the
reliability of concentrically braced frame (CBF) systems designed using the R ¼ 3 provision because their performance under the maximum
considered earthquake seismic hazard is inherently dependent on reserve capacity—lateral force-resisting capacity outside the primary seismic force-resisting system (SFRS). In a previous study by the authors, two full-scale two-story CBF tests were conducted to better understand
seismic behavior and associated reserve capacity after significant damage in the primary SFRS. These tests were (1) an R ¼ 3 chevron; and
(2) an R ¼ 3.25 split-x ordinary concentrically braced frame (OCBF). To complement the experimental program, a numerical parametric
study was conducted to further distinguish the influence that two design parameters—system type and system configuration—have on overall
system behavior including non-ductile limit states and reserve capacity. Although the prototype frames studied were designed for the same
building and location, they exhibited a wide variety of limit states. The occurrence of particular classes of mechanisms and their associated
reserve capacities was influenced by the system type and system configuration. Specific reserve capacity mechanisms depended on the
location of damage within the primary SFRS. Predicting these damage locations is difficult because they depend on as-built weld overstrength. This paper explores the classes of reserve capacity mechanisms that were observed both experimentally and in the companion
numerical simulations. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)ST.1943-541X.0001761. © 2017 American Society of Civil Engineers.
Author keywords: Buildings; Earthquake-resistant design; Concentrically braced frames; Moderate seismic regions; Low-ductility
systems; Reserve capacity; Nonlinear analysis; Metal and composite structures.

Introduction
Currently, ASCE 7-10 (ASCE 2013) exempts steel seismic forceresisting systems (SFRSs) in moderate seismic regions (Seismic
Design Categories B and C) from seismic detailing and proportioning requirements if designed using a response modification coefficient, R, of 3. The R ¼ 3 provision was introduced by AISC
(1997) as a means to acknowledge the importance of seismic safety
in moderate seismic regions without the burden of prescriptive detailing requirements. This provision, which is now commonly used
to design concentrically braced frames (CBFs) in moderate seismic
regions, offers almost the same force reduction as the steel ordinary
concentrically braced frame (OCBF) system, which has R ¼ 3.25.
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To provide a moderate level of inelastic deformation capacity, the
AISC Seismic Provisions (2010b) require detailing and proportioning requirements for OCBFs, including local (b=t) and global
(KL=r) slenderness limits for braces and the consideration of
amplified seismic loads for select beams, columns, and brace
connections. Considering the tradeoff of these additional seismic
requirements for the small reduction (8%) in design base shear,
the popularity of R ¼ 3 CBFs over OCBFs in low and moderate
seismic regions is understandable.
Although steel-framed buildings do possess some degree of
inherent overstrength and reserve capacity—which is defined here
as additional lateral force-resisting capacity that is observed after
significant damage to the primary SFRS—there has been no systematic study of reserve capacity and its implications for seismic
behavior and design in low-ductility braced frames. The beneficial
influence of reserve capacity has been observed anecdotally
through inspection and analysis of steel-framed buildings following
large earthquakes, such as the 1994 Northridge (Tremblay et al.
1995; Rai and Goel 2003), 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu (Bruneau et al.
1996), and 2010 and 2011 Christchurch (Clifton et al. 2011) events;
however, this influence of reserve capacity will not occur consistently because of the wide variation in building design and detailing
options, particularly for the R ¼ 3 systems used in moderate
seismic regions. Because the seismic response of SFRSs used in
moderate seismic regions is expected to be characterized by lowductility limit states, reserve capacity has the potential to significantly influence seismic collapse prevention (Hines et al. 2009).
Thus, identifying and quantifying potential sources of reserve
capacity is critical for seismic assessment and design in moderate
seismic regions. Sources of reserve capacity—both in gravity framing and in braced frames—that have been studied include the
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following: (1) simple and partially restrained beam-column connections that are part of gravity framing; (2) gravity column bending
and column base fixity; (3) braced frame beam-column gusset connections; (4) frame action (beam and column bending) within
braced bays; and (5) brace reengagement in compression following
brace-gusset weld fracture.
Studies on the flexural resistance of gravity beam-column connections, which were heavily motivated by damage to steel structures in the 1994 Northridge earthquake (Tremblay et al. 1995),
demonstrated that these connections have significant stiffness,
strength, and ductility (Liu and Astaneh-Asl 2000; Abolmaali et al.
2003), which can contribute to seismic stability after significant
damage to a non-ductile CBF (Callister and Pekelnicky 2011).
Rai and Goel (2003) studied a building with CBFs that were
heavily damaged in the Northridge earthquake and found through
numerical simulations that secondary frame action played an important role in collapse prevention. In addition, Tremblay and
Stiemer (1994) demonstrated that gravity column continuity, column base fixity, and the resulting column bending can contribute
to stable seismic response in CBFs. Braced frame beam-bracecolumn gusset connections also provide reserve stiffness and
strength that contribute to seismic stability as demonstrated by observations from the 1995 Kobe earthquake (Tremblay et al. 1996),
experimental studies (Stoakes and Fahnestock 2011), and numerical simulations (Stoakes and Fahnestock 2012). Brace reengagement in compression following brace-gusset weld fracture is a
relatively new topic in the study of reserve capacity for seismic
collapse prevention. Davaran et al. (2014) tested six hollow structural section (HSS)-to-gusset brace connections and observed that
after a connection failure, reengagement strength in typical connections ranged from 16 to 34% of the brace yield capacity. Beam
bending at midspan following asymmetrical damage to braces
within chevron CBFs is another source of reserve capacity and
was observed in full-scale tests (Bradley et al. 2016).
To understand at a fundamental level the influence of reserve
capacity on the seismic performance of low-ductility steel CBFs
up to the point of collapse, a comprehensive research program
comprising design studies, numerical simulations, and full-scale
testing was initiated with funding through the National Science
Foundation (NSF) George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake
Engineering Simulation (NEES) (Beland et al. 2014; Bradley et al.
2014, 2016; Davaran et al. 2014; Nelson et al. 2014; Sizemore et al.
2014; Nelson 2014; Bradley 2016). One component of this research
program was two full-scale CBF experiments focused on the hierarchy of limit states and post-elastic behavior of low-ductility CBFs
at collapse levels. To expand the insight provided by these tests,
numerical models were calibrated against the experimental data,
and a parametric study was conducted to further identify reserve
capacity characteristics and distinguish the influence of two primary design parameters (system type and system configuration)
that were varied in the experimental program.

Background on Full-Scale Tests
The two full-scale tests were conducted in the NEES at Lehigh facility to provide critical new data for understanding the complex
nonlinear cyclic response of low-ductility CBFs and for calibrating
numerical models. The test units were two-story CBFs based on
SFRS designs for a three-story prototype building according to
forces specified in ASCE 7-05 (ASCE 2005). Considering the fact
that precise damage and failure mechanisms for low-ductility CBFs
had not been demonstrated experimentally prior to these tests, the
two test units were designed to expose a broad range of possible
© ASCE

mechanisms. Consistent with this objective, the two frames were
designed according to distinct and contrasting approaches that
are representative of current practices in moderate seismic regions.
The first approach, embodied in the R ¼ 3 provision, aims to relieve the designer of seismic detailing considerations. The R ¼ 3
frame was designed in the chevron configuration, which is often
favored for the purpose of coordinating doors and passageways
within an architectural program. In keeping with the simplicity
of the R ¼ 3 provision, the authors elected to proportion this frame
using design base shear calculated with the approximate period
T a ¼ Ct hxn ¼ ð0.0488Þ × ð13.7 mÞ0.75 ¼ 0.347 s, prescribed by
ASCE 7. In contrast to the R ¼ 3 approach, the authors designed
the second frame according to a more thoughtful approach that is
widely recognized to reflect a higher standard of care in moderate
seismic regions, an OCBF in the split-x configuration. An OCBF
includes brace b=t limits and amplified (Ω0 ¼ 2) connection and
column forces, whereas a split-x system configuration provides
a multi-story load path through tension and compression braces.
For the OCBF design, the authors elected to use the provision
in ASCE 7 that allows a designer to increase the building period
to 1.6T a for the purpose of calculating the design base shear, V,
provided that the analytically calculated period—determined using
an eigenvalue analysis or similar procedure—is not less than 1.6T a .
For the OCBF, the period obtained from an eigenvalue analysis
using the mass of the prototype building (Bradley 2016) was
0.635 s, so the calculated design period used to determine V
was T c ¼ 1.6T a ¼ 0.555 s, resulting in a significantly lower base
shear than the R ¼ 3 design.
Schematic elevations of the test units with member sizes and
boundary conditions are provided in Fig. 1. Each frame was subjected to increasing amplitude quasi-static cyclic loading, which
was applied using actuators at Level 2 and Level 3. More information regarding the design of these test units and a thorough summary of their behavior may be found in separate publications
(Bradley 2016; Bradley et al. 2016). In the following discussion
of the experimental tests and numerical simulations, “north”
represents the actuator and strong wall side of the frame.

Numerical Model Description
The full-scale test data provided the basis for calibrating numerical
models using the OpenSees simulation platform (McKenna 1997;
Mazzoni et al. 2006). The numerical models replicated the geometry, loading, and boundary conditions from the laboratory. The
column base fixtures were modeled as true pins, and the ground
links—which in the lab were stiff pin-ended load cell assemblies
attached collinearly to a W12 × 72 beam at Level 1 (Fig. 1)—were
modeled using an elastic spring with a gap at zero displacement.
Loads were applied in compression using the force profile and
displacement targets from the tests. A schematic elevation for the
chevron R ¼ 3 CBF numerical model is provided in Fig. 2(a). Tensile coupons from member drops were tested to obtain stress-strain
properties for modeling. The following section provides a description of the numerical model components that were used first to
simulate the laboratory tests and then to conduct a set of test simulations that systematically evaluated the parametric variations
from the laboratory tests.
Member Modeling
Braces were modeled using a fiber section displacement-based
element formulation with corotational transformation and recommended parameters from recent research (Karamanci 2013;
Karamanci and Lignos 2014). The Steel02 material definition
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Fig. 1. Experimental test unit elevations: (a) split-x OCBF; (b) chevron R ¼ 3

Fig. 2. Numerical model: (a) chevron R ¼ 3 test unit elevation; (b) connection discretization

accounts for kinematic and isotropic hardening parameters to define cyclic behavior (Mazzoni et al. 2006). Post-buckling brace
strength degradation from low-cycle fatigue is modeled using
the Fatigue material (Uriz 2005; Mazzoni et al. 2006), which returns a stress of zero in a fiber after it has accumulated sufficient
strain in accordance with the control parameter, ε0 . This parameter
is calculated using an empirical equation that was proposed by Karamanci and Lignos (2014) following calibration of experimental
data for 65 different square steel tube braces from multiple tests
worldwide. Local slenderness values of braces in this database
ranged from b=t ¼ 4.20 to 30.4, which defined the range of applicable section geometries for the empirical equation. To correctly
capture the global buckling behavior observed in the frame tests
conducted by the authors, initial imperfections following a half sine
wave distribution varied in maximum amplitude depending on the
brace. To best match the initial buckling loads with the brace
models, initial imperfections of L=250, L=400, and L=500 were
© ASCE

required for the HSS8 × 8 × 1=4, HSS6 × 6 × 3=8, and HSS6 ×
6 × 1=2 braces, respectively. These imperfections agree with
the observation made by Goggins and Salawdeh (2013) that
stockier braces typically require lower initial imperfections for
accurate modeling, whereas less compact specimens (such as the
HSS8 × 8 × 1=4 braces in the chevron R ¼ 3 CBF) typically require larger initial imperfections. For the subsequent parametric
study, the code-specified maximum allowable value of L=1,000
(AISC 2010a) was assumed consistently for all braces because
the primary emphasis was on post-buckling response.
To calibrate the brace model against experimental behavior, an
isolated model of a representative brace from each test unit was
axially displaced under the experimental displacement history.
The comparison plots from this validation study are shown for the
chevron R ¼ 3 CBF buckling braces in Figs. 3(a and b) and the
split-x OCBF buckling braces in Figs. 3(c and d). During the frame
tests, buckling occurred in the upper-story HSS8 × 8 × 1=4 braces
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Fig. 3. Numerical validation of test unit brace behavior: (a and b) chevron R ¼ 3 Story 2 braces; (c) split-x OCBF Story 1 brace; (d) split-x OCBF
Story 2 brace

of the R ¼ 3 CBF, and both an upper (HSS6 × 6 × 3=8) and lower
(HSS6 × 6 × 1=2) brace in the OCBF. The OCBF braces did not
experience local buckling or evidence of fatigue-related damage
during the test, and the empirical fatigue parameter calculated from
Karamanci and Lignos (2014) produced behavior that agreed with
this result. The HSS8 × 8 × 1=4 braces in the R ¼ 3 CBF, on the
other hand, experienced significant degradation associated with local buckling both at the onset of global buckling and then subsequently throughout the remainder of the test. For these braces,
despite having a local slenderness (b=t ¼ 28.8) within the applicable range of the empirical equation, the calculated ε0 of
0.0297 (Karamanci and Lignos 2014) was significantly larger than
the ε0 parameter (0.0175) required to best match the behavior observed for the HSS8 × 8 × 1=4 braces tested in the lab. Even
though a value for ε0 of 0.0175 captured the buckling strength
and post-buckling behavior, the sudden large initial degradation
that resulted from local buckling at the immediate onset of global
buckling was not captured. This is expected because the existing
low-cycle fatigue brace models, which are based on accumulation
of damage over multiple cycles, are not intended to model localbuckling-induced degradation damage and sudden loss of strength
that occur in high b=t tubes.
Beam and column elements were modeled using a concentrated
plasticity approach, through a single elastic beam-column element
with rotational springs at the ends to simulate the moment-rotation
behavior. The rotational springs capture the hysteretic behavior of
the beams and columns, including deterioration, by incorporating
the modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler (IMK) model (Ibarra et al.
2005; Lignos and Krawinkler 2009) with input parameters such as
precapping and postcapping plastic rotation, as well as deterioration rate calculated using empirical equations recommended by
Lignos and Krawinkler (2009).
© ASCE

Connection Modeling
Two connection types are critical in the braced frame structures
studied: (1) brace-gusset connections; and (2) beam-column
connections, both with and without a gusset plate [Fig. 2(b)].
Brace-gusset connections were modeled using spring elements
consisting of both translational and rotational components and were
located at both ends of the HSS braces. The rotational spring component captures gusset plate rotational stiffness and moment capacity (Hsiao et al. 2012). The translational spring component models
weld fracture. After the defined force capacity is reached, the weld
is assumed to fully fracture, thus preventing the connection from
transmitting any further force in tension. This element that models
weld fracture can also be placed in parallel with a gap-contact
element that captures brace compression reengagement. Because
brace compression reengagement involves appreciable uncertainty,
it was modeled only in the experimental calibration cases (where it
was observed), but not in the subsequent parametric study cases.
Beam-column connections were modeled using a fiber section with
one fiber at each bolt line for double-angle connections both with
and without gusset plates. This connection model included hysteretic angle behavior, angle bearing behavior in compression, bolt
slip, and beam flange bearing on column flange at large drifts
following bolt failure.

Numerical Simulation of Full-Scale Tests
After brace model calibration was performed as described in the
preceding section, the two full-scale CBF tests were replicated numerically. In the R ¼ 3 CBF test, the primary events were north
Story 2 brace buckling, followed by south Story 2 brace buckling.
In this test, local buckling occurred at the onset of global brace
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Fig. 4. Chevron R ¼ 3 test unit behavior

buckling, which resulted in a sudden loss of system strength.
Although global buckling capacity was captured in the simulations,
several additional cycles were required for the Fatigue material to
accumulate damage and degrade the strength to an amount comparable to what was observed instantly in the experiment (Fig. 4). As
with the isolated brace model, this mismatch highlights the inability
of the existing empirical Fatigue-based brace models to represent
sudden strength loss due to local buckling behavior, which occurs
primarily in tubes with high b=t ratios. Although the Fatigue-based
brace model does not capture the initial sudden strength loss associated with combined global and local buckling, it still adequately
captures the overall brace behavior in the post-buckling regime.
After significant brace buckling occurred, the frame was cycled
back and forth within the range of 1% total frame drift
(δT =H). Throughout these cycles, the frame model adequately captured the reduced system strength and stiffness associated with the
degraded brace buckling behavior in combination with beam and
column bending. After the braces buckled, the frame action contribution to lateral resistance increased while the brace contribution
decreased. This frame action is a result of (1) Story 2 column bending; (2) Level 3 beam bending; and (3) Level 3 beam-column connection rotational capacity.
Limit state progression in the OCBF experiment and companion
numerical simulation was more complex because yielding occurred
in several locations and led to a more balanced distribution of energy dissipation across both stories. South Story 2 brace buckling
occurred when pushing the frame north to δ T =H ¼ 0.35% [1]
(Fig. 5). When cycling back to δ T =H ¼ −0.35%, brace buckling
occurred in the south Story 1 brace [2]. In both instances, brace
buckling occurred gradually, and the brace midpoint plastic hinge
regions were significantly longer than in the locally slender braces
of the R ¼ 3 CBF (Bradley et al. 2016). The initial imperfections
were slightly adjusted in the numerical model to replicate the asymmetrical buckling pattern that was observed in the test (L=500 was
used in the north Story 2 brace). Although not predictable, this type
of small difference in brace out-of-straightness is realistic considering the combination of variability in member initial imperfections
prior to installation and the additional out-of-straightness induced
during erection. The next major event that occurred following brace
buckling was a combined weld fracture and net-section rupture of
the brace-gusset connection in the north Story 2 brace [3]. To reproduce the weld fracture numerically at the observed drift level, a
brace-gusset weld strength of 1.8Rn , where Rn is the nominal weld
strength (AISC 2010c), was required. Although partially attributable to material overstrength, the magnitude of the observed overstrength was primarily due to the extended weld length and actual
© ASCE

Fig. 5. Split-x OCBF test unit behavior: (a) overall; (b) Story 2;
(c) Story 1

throat thickness as a result of the gap between the HSS and the
gusset plate. This combined material and geometrical overstrength
was observed in the test units, in which the measured weld
capacity exceeded Rn by as much as 80%. Brace reengagement
in compression was modeled with a maximum resistance equal
to 180 kN, calculated from the product of the interface area,
2tg tHSS , and the measured tensile strength of the HSS braces,
Fu ¼ 480 MPa. The reengagement stiffness was assumed equal
to 0.1% of the original interface stiffness. Although reengagement
stiffness and strength were not directly measured in the CBF tests,
these values are in agreement with values observed in previous
brace reengagement studies (Davaran et al. 2014). The last significant limit state in the OCBF test was a complete weld fracture between the Level 2 beam and the bottom gusset plate at the center of
the split-x [4]. This limit state was not considered in the numerical
model because of the complex flow of stresses in this region, which
could not be captured within the fiber-based element framework
used in the present study. As a result, the localized yielding that
occurred in the Level 2 beam panel zone was also not captured
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Test Matrix

Fig. 6. Schematic elevations of frame configurations for parametric
numerical simulations: (a) chevron; (b) split-x

by the numerical model, thus resulting in a less pronounced postelastic softening than was observed experimentally (Fig. 5).
This experimental-numerical study illustrated the effectiveness
of the modeling framework for capturing realistic behavior of bare
steel frames, including brace buckling with degradation and connection failure (weld fracture). The study also revealed limitations
of current modeling techniques, such as the ability to accurately
predict the effects of coupled global-local buckling and rapid
strength degradation in locally slender braces (high b=t) commonly
used in R ¼ 3 frames. Regardless, the experimental results provided a point of reference for establishing and calibrating the
numerical models that were used for the subsequent simulations
to broaden the impact of the experimental program.

Parametric Frame Study
After confirming adequate behavior of the numerical modeling
framework through calibration with the tests, a parametric study
was conducted to further expand the insight provided by the tests.
The primary objective was to identify reserve capacity characteristics and viable reserve capacity mechanisms, and to distinguish
the influence of the system type (R ¼ 3 CBF or OCBF) and system
configuration (chevron or split-x). As in the tests, gravity framing
was not considered because the objective of this portion of the research was to evaluate overall response and reserve capacity associated with the braced bays. CBF geometry was consistent with the
prototype with 4.6-m (15-ft) story heights and a 10.7-m (35-ft) bay
width. These prototype frames were simulated using the full threestory height (Fig. 6), and pinned column base boundary conditions
were used.

In addition to the system type and system configuration, the period
used for calculation of design base shear was also varied (approximate period, T a , or calculated period, T c ) as a method to extend the
test matrix to eight valid frame designs rather than four. The labeling scheme for each frame is Type-Configuration-Period. For example, the model frame designs that portray the experimental study
test units are R3-CHEV-Ta and OCBF-SX-Tc, which indicate an
R ¼ 3 CBF in a chevron configuration designed with base shear
determined using T a (0.347 s) and an OCBF in a split-x configuration designed with base shear determined using T c . For all frames
studied, the calculated building periods using the mass of the corresponding prototype building (Bradley 2016) exceeded the upper
limit Cu T a ðCu ¼ 1.6Þ imposed by ASCE 7. Thus, this upper limit,
T c ¼ Cu T a ¼ 0.555 s, governed in the design of these frames
when the calculated building period was used.
A summary of the designs for the eight prototype frames is presented in Tables 1 and 2. Weld capacities in Table 2 were calculated
in accordance with AISC (2010c) assuming a 480-kPa (70-ksi)
weld, length l, and throat size d. The nominal capacity Rn was conservatively assumed for this baseline parametric study because
there is not an accepted value for weld overstrength reported in
the literature. Acknowledging that significant weld overstrength is
possible based on the CBF tests discussed here and in prior
brace tests (Davaran et al. 2014), the test matrix was expanded
by assuming the maximum observed overstrength for the bracegusset welded connections, 1.8Rn . This variation enabled alternate
viable mechanisms that were not observed in the original eight (primary) frame designs. Of these additional (secondary) model
frames, which are designated by an asterisk, the results for two
chevron frames (R3-CHEV-Ta; OCBF-CHEV-TC), and two
split-x frames (R3-SX-Tc; OCBF-SX-Tc), are included in Figs. 7
and 8, respectively. The differences in weld capacity between these
frames and their primary counterparts are listed in Table 2.
Overview of Frame Response
Each frame was loaded statically with a lateral load profile defined
using the equivalent lateral force procedure from ASCE 7 (Fig. 6).
Frames were subjected to a cyclic analysis with frame (roof) drift,
δ R =H, increments of 0.05 up to 0.50% drift, followed by 0.10%
drift increments up to 1.0% drift, and finally 0.25% drift increments
up to δR =H ¼ 2.0%. Overall response plots for the eight primary
frame designs are included in Figs. 7 and 8 for frames using the
chevron bracing configuration and the split-x bracing configuration, respectively. In addition to showing the relationship between
base shear (V B ) and frame drift (δ R =H), Figs. 7 and 8 also provide
information regarding the type of mechanism associated with the
observed behavior, the system type (R ¼ 3 or OCBF), the design

Table 1. Frame Designs for Numerical Simulations—Member Sizes
Frame
designation
R3-CHEV-Ta
R3-SX-Ta
OCBF-CHEV-Tc
OCBF-SX-Tc
R3-CHEV-Tc
R3-SX-Tc
OCBF-CHEV-Ta
OCBF-SX-Ta
a

Story 1 braces
(HSS) (b=t)a

Story 2 braces
(HSS) (b=t)a

Story 3 braces
(HSS) (b=t)a

Level 2 beam

Level 3 beam

Roof beam

Columns

9 × 9 × 1=4 ½32.8
9 × 9 × 1=4 ½32.8
8 × 8 × 1=2 ½12.4
6 × 6 × 1=2 ½8.40
8 × 8 × 1=4 ½28.8
8 × 8 × 1=4 ½28.8
8 × 8 × 1=2 ½12.4
7 × 7 × 1=2 ½10.4

8 × 8 × 1=4 ½28.8
8 × 8 × 1=4 ½28.8
8 × 8 × 1=2 ½12.4
6 × 6 × 3=8 ½12.8
7 × 7 × 1=4 ½24.8
7 × 7 × 1=4½24.8
8 × 8 × 1=2 ½12.4
7 × 7 × 1=2 ½10.4

6 × 6 × 1=4 ½20.8
6 × 6 × 1=4 ½20.8
8 × 8 × 1=2 ½12.4
8 × 8 × 1=2 ½12.4
6 × 6 × 3=16 ½28.7
6 × 6 × 3=16 ½28.7
8 × 8 × 1=2 ½12.4
8 × 8 × 1=2 ½12.4

W12 × 40
W12 × 26
W30 × 116
W12 × 26
W12 × 35
W12 × 26
W40 × 167
W12 × 26

W12 × 40
W18 × 40
W30 × 99
W18 × 40
W12 × 30
W18 × 40
W36 × 135
W18 × 40

W12 × 26
W12 × 26
W12 × 26
W12 × 26
W12 × 26
W12 × 26
W21 × 62
W21 × 62

W12 × 53
W12 × 53
W12 × 53
W12 × 53
W12 × 53
W12 × 53
W12 × 65
W12 × 65

For OCBFs, b=t must not exceed 0.64 × sqrtðE=FyÞ ¼ 15.4 for Fy ¼ 50 ksi (AISC 2010b).
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Table 2. Frame Designs for Numerical Simulations—Brace-Gusset Weld Sizes
Story 1
Frame designations
R3-CHEV-Ta and R3-SX-Ta
R3-CHEV-Tc and R3-SX-Tc
OCBF-CHEV-Ta and OCBF-SX-Ta
OCBF-CHEV-Tc and OCBF-SX-Tc
R3-SX-Tc* (Story 2 welds ¼ 1.8Rn )
R3-CHEV-Ta* (welds ¼ 1.8Rn )
OCBF-CHEV-Tc* (welds ¼ 1.8Rn )
OCBF-SX-Tc* (welds ¼ 1.8Rn )
a

Story 2

Story 3

l (mm)a

d (mm)

kN

l (mm)a

d (mm)

kN

l (mm)a

d (mm)

kN

279
203
330
330
203
279
330
330

6.4
6.4
9.5
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4

1,470
1,070
2,580
1,710
1,070
2,650b
3,090b
3,090b

229
203
305
254
203
229
254
254

6.4
4.8
7.9
6.4
4.8
6.4
6.4
6.4

1,200
800
1,980
1,330
1,440b
2,180b
2,380b
2,380b

152
152
203
203
152
152
203
203

4.8
3.2
6.4
4.8
3.2
4.8
4.8
4.8

601
400
1,070
801
400
1,090b
1,450b
1,450b

Weld lengths are four times (4x) the lengths shown, which is for a single face of the four-face brace-gusset interface.
Weld strength is increased based on 1.8Rn .
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period (T a or T c ), the design base shear (V), the weld capacity, the
maximum achieved base shear (V B;m ), and the base shear when
2.5% story drift (δ d =hs ) first occurs within any story (V B;Δa ).
This drift level is consistent with the allowable story drift Δa ¼
0.025hs from ASCE 7 (ASCE 2013) and is a suitable point for
comparing reserve capacity between frames. V B;Δa is displayed
on the plots of overall behavior with a square indicator. The degree
of reserve capacity was largely influenced by the type of mechanism that formed, as reflected by the moment diagrams in Fig. 9.
Unlike the experimental test units, in which brace buckling
occurred, brace-gusset weld fracture was the dominant limit state
in analyses of the primary frames. This was due to the assumption
of nominal weld capacity, Rn , which resulted in brace-gusset weld
fracture occurring before the braces could buckle in all frames other
than split-x OCBFs.
Influence of System Configuration
System configuration (chevron versus split-x) significantly influences the progression of limit states as illustrated in Figs. 7–9. In the
chevron configuration, the initial limit state was a fracture of the
brace-gusset welded connection that occurred in either the first
or second story in primary chevron designs but never both the first
and second story (Fig. 7). After this limit state occurred, a mechanism developed that provided reserve capacity through column
bending in addition to beam bending at the midspan of the damaged
story. With one brace incapable of transmitting force, the remaining
brace applied vertical load on the beam at its midspan as the
frames were cycled. This force imbalance mobilized beam flexure
[Figs. 9(a and c)], which contributed to reserve capacity. The longevity and robustness of this mechanism was largely dependent
on the flexural capacity of the beam, and therefore was influenced
by the system type. When this mechanism occurred in the second
story [Fig. 9(c)], reserve capacity was significantly increased
(1,000 kN − 108%V) because of column reverse curvature. For
the secondary R ¼ 3 chevron frame, R3-CHEV-Ta*, the bracegusset welds were assumed to have capacities of 1.8Rn , which resulted in brace buckling occurring rather than brace-gusset weld
fracture. When comparing the first-story mechanism of this frame
[Fig. 7(e)] with the first-story mechanism of primary frame
R3-CHEV-Ta [Fig. 7(a)], a somewhat counterintuitive result was
observed: the reserve capacity (600 kN − 40%V) in the frame with
weld strengths of 1.0Rn (R3-CHEV-Ta) was larger than the reserve
capacity (550 kN − 37%V) in the frame with weld strengths of
1.8Rn (R3-CHEV-Ta). In the secondary frame, R3-CHEV-Ta*,
first-story brace buckling occurred when cycling in both directions.
After multiple cycles, both of the buckled braces degraded, which
limited their ability to develop the beam midspan bending mechanism. As a result, this behavior was a hybrid of the mechanisms in
© ASCE

Figs. 9(a and b), with beam midspan bending occurring but requiring increasingly larger frame drift to develop capacity due to brace
strength degradation.
When the braces were in a split-x configuration, the codiagonal
pairs of braces that made up the “X” acted as two-story continuous
tension ties and compression struts. After weld fracture occurred
while the frame was cycled in one direction, the story in which
the weld fracture occurred became a soft story, but only in the same
direction. In the opposite direction, the frame retained a majority of
its stiffness and strength because the remaining brace within the
story carried nearly the entirety of the story shear through tension.
This phenomenon continued until a second weld fracture occurred
in either the remaining brace within the previously damaged story
[Figs. 9(d and e)] or in the brace of the adjacent story along
the tension strut within the “X” configuration in that particular
direction [Fig. 9(f)]. In the case in which weld fracture occurred
in multiple braces within the same story (most common among
frames studied), a single-story mechanism developed, and reserve
capacity was governed by column bending. For the split-x frames
studied, reserve capacity from column bending was significantly
lower for mechanisms that occurred in the first story [Fig. 8(e),
150 kN − 16%V] than for mechanisms that occurred in the second
story [Fig. 8(b), 850 kN − 62%V; Fig. 8(c), 700 kN − 81%V;
Fig. 8(d), 700 kN − 75%V). In the case in which failures occurred
on both stories that made up the split-x, a multi-story mechanism
was formed [Fig. 9(f)]. Although beam bending was no longer
restricted in this multi-story mechanism, the overall loss in
frame stiffness resulting from two soft stories diminished the reserve capacity to a point in which the benefits from beam
bending were not relevant [Fig. 8(a), 250 kN − 17%V; Fig. 8(f),
700 kN − 23%V).
Influence of System Type
Variations in detailing and proportioning associated with the system type appreciably affected overall behavior, as seen in Figs. 7
and 8. The OCBF provisions place an upper limit on b=t ratios for
braces (AISC 2010b), in addition to an upper-bound on the KL=r
ratio for braces in “V’ and “inverted-V” orientations. The R ¼ 3
design approach has no such provisions, allowing for braces with
significantly higher b=t ratios—making them more prone to local
buckling and associated degradation. Although the effect of local
buckling on overall behavior was evident from the experimental
brace response plots (Figs. 3 and 4), it did not appear in the primary
simulations because the assumed weld capacity, Rn , was lower than
brace buckling capacities. This was not the case in the secondary
frame model, R3-CHEV-Ta, with large weld overstrength
(1.8Rn ). As a result of this overstrength, brace buckling occurred
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Fig. 7. Cyclic behavior of frames in the chevron configuration: (a) R3-CHEV-Ta; (b) OCBF-CHEV-Ta; (c) R3-CHEV-Tc; (d) OCBF-CHEV-Tc;
(e) R3-CHEV-Ta*; (f) OCBF-CHEV-Tc*

and was quickly followed by degradation due to the slenderness of
the HSS9 × 9 × 1=4 braces (b=t ¼ 32.8).
In addition to changes in the brace sizing, the system type also
significantly influenced the sizes of beams, especially in the chevron frames. In the chevron OCBFs, the beams were designed for an
unbalanced midspan force according to AISC (2010b), and as a
result were significantly larger than the beams found in the R ¼
3 chevron frames. Counterintuitively, these larger OCBF beams
generally provided a less desirable mechanism from a reserve
capacity perspective. The stronger beams were capable of delivering sufficient axial force to fracture the brace-gusset weld connection in the remaining brace within a story of chevron frames that
had already lost one brace because of brace-gusset weld fracture.
After this occurred, neither brace was capable of transferring force
within the weakened story, and as a result, the beneficial beam midspan bending mechanism was eliminated. The mechanism that followed was one of strictly column bending, with noticeably smaller
© ASCE

reserve capacity [Figs. 8(b and d) and 9(b)]. In the R ¼ 3 chevron
frames, this secondary limit state was avoided because the beams
were not large enough to deliver the force required to fracture the
brace-gusset connection in the remaining brace, allowing for the
persistence of the favorable mechanism in Figs. 9(a and c). This
juxtaposition agrees with the conclusion made by Sen et al.
(2015) regarding chevron braced frames: “good performance
may be achieved using shallower, lighter beams (beams in R ¼
3 frames, for example) than permitted by the current Seismic Provisions.” Thus, AISC (2010b) encourages beam sizes that may be
counterproductive from a reserve capacity perspective. The behavior of secondary frame model OCBF-CHEV-Tc* further demonstrates the relationship between beam size and weld capacity as
it applies to the robustness and longevity of the beam midspan
bending mechanism. Unlike primary frame model OCBFCHEV-Tc [Fig. 7(d)], in which both braces within the first story
experienced brace-gusset weld fracture, in secondary frame model
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Fig. 8. Cyclic behavior of frames in the split-x configuration: (a) R3-SX-Ta; (b) OCBF-SX-Ta; (c) R3-SX-Tc; (d) OCBF-SX-Tc; (e) R3-SX-Ta*;
(f) OCBF-SX-Tc*

OCBF-CHEV-Tc*, the weld overstrength assumption (1.8Rn ) resulted in a favorable relationship between beam size and weld
strength: the beam was incapable of developing the necessary
axial force to fracture the brace-gusset weld in the remaining brace
[Fig. 7(f)]. As with the R ¼ 3 chevron frames, avoiding bracegusset weld fracture in the remaining brace resulted in a favorable
reserve mechanism, with the deeper OCBF beam contributing significantly to the reserve strength up until it reached its plastic rotation capacity at δ R =H ¼ 1%, at which point the benefits began to
slowly diminish because of the postcapping plastic degraded
behavior. This beneficial response can be considered in design.
For example, after one brace has become detached because of a
brace-gusset weld fracture, and if the beam ends are assumed fixed,
the vertical force component, P, transferred into the remaining
brace when the beam is hinging may be approximated by P ¼
8M P =ð2LÞ, where L is the clear half beam span measured between
the face of the gusset plates. Thus, the second brace-gusset weld
fracture may be prevented if the following inequality is true:
© ASCE

Rn > 8M P =ð2L sin θÞ, where θ is the brace inclination angle with
respect to the horizontal. As the OCBF chevron results have shown,
preventing brace-gusset weld fractures in the remaining brace of a
story can provide a significantly higher reserve strength [Fig. 7(f),
2,200 kN − 256%V] compared to cases in which weld fracture
occurs in both braces [Fig. 7(b), 300 kN − 22%V; Fig. 7(d),
250 kN − 29%V].
The OCBF provisions additionally require that diagonal brace
connections are designed using the amplified seismic load, based
on the system overstrength, Ω0 ¼ 2. In the case of the connections,
there are a few exceptions to this criteria (AISC 2010b), but generally, welded diagonal brace connections in OCBFs are expected
to be larger than welded diagonal brace connections in a comparable R ¼ 3 CBF, in which there are no requirements to amplify
seismic loads for connection design. Because brace-gusset weld
fracture was the primary limit state in all eight primary frames,
the elastic capacities of the OCBFs were all larger than their
R ¼ 3 counterparts because of the increased weld capacity. In the
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Fig. 9. Schematic deformed shapes and associated moment diagrams for the six mechanisms observed in the prototype frame study: (a) chevron
first-story single brace; (b) chevron first-story double brace; (c) chevron second-story single brace; (d) split-x first-story double brace; (e) split-x
second-story double brace; (f) split-x two-story

split-x R ¼ 3 frames, the weld capacity was smaller than the brace
buckling capacity, so compression brace-gusset weld fracture occurred immediately after tension brace-gusset weld fracture within
the same cycle. In the split-x OCBFs, however, the weld capacity
was larger than the brace buckling capacity, which restricted weld
fracture to occur in the tension braces only.
Contrary to the experimental OCBF split-x test unit, in which
significant ductility due to brace yielding and buckling occurred
prior to the initial weld fracture (Fig. 5), weld fracture occurred
in all primary split-x OCBFs prior to any similar amount of
ductility associated with brace inelasticity [Figs. 8(b and d)]. This
is due to the assumption that brace-gusset weld capacities in
the eight primary parametric study frames were equal to Rn —lower
than the yield strengths of the braces. In secondary frame model
OCBF-SX-Tc*, welds were assigned a large overstrength, 1.8Rn ,
which gave them capacities larger than the yield strengths of the braces. As a result, multiple cycles occurred in which first-story compressive brace buckling and second-story tension brace yielding
acted to provide significant ductility [Fig. 8(f)]. This period of ductility was sustained until tensile weld fracture ultimately occurred in a
second-story brace at δR =H ¼ 0.9%. When cycling the frame back
in the other direction, the first-story brace that had undergone significant buckling in the prior cycle experienced complete degradation due to low-cycle fatigue, resulting in a multi-story mechanism
with unfavorable reserve capacity (200 kN − 23%V).
Finally, the OCBF provisions also require that columns are designed using the amplified seismic load. This led to slightly larger
columns in some of the OCBFs, which promoted a small increase
in reserve capacity most noticeable in frames that developed
© ASCE

mechanisms governed by pure column bending. This benefit
was effectively doubled in the frames that experienced second-story
mechanisms, because the second-story mechanism developed double curvature column bending owing to the first-story backspan,
thus requiring two column plastic hinges in each column to form
a mechanism [Figs. 9(b and d)].

Summary and Conclusions
Numerical models were developed to replicate two full-scale twostory experiments: a chevron R ¼ 3 CBF and a split-x OCBF
(R ¼ 3.25). After the modeling framework was calibrated against
the experimental data, it was used to evaluate the relative influences
of two design parameters (system type and system configuration)
on limit state progression and reserve capacity through numerical
simulations of 12 three-story frames. Reserve capacity is defined as
additional lateral load-resisting capacity that occurs after a limit
state weakens the primary SFRS. The following conclusions are
drawn from this study:
• System configuration (chevron versus split-x) influenced the
type of mechanism that formed, which in turn affected reserve
capacity. The chevron configuration outperformed the split-x in
this regard because it mobilized both column bending and beam
bending. Furthermore, while unfavorable multi-story mechanisms were avoided in all six chevron frame simulations, twostory mechanisms occurred in two of the six split-x frame
simulations and the split-x test unit. This is a scenario in
which a larger beam, enhanced beam-column connections in
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the middle of the split-x, a larger column, or fixed column bases
may be implemented to enhance reserve capacity.
• System type (R ¼ 3 CBF versus OCBF) influenced ductility in
the case of split-x frames: when weld strength exceeded brace
yield capacity, appreciable ductility was observed prior to fracture of the brace-gusset welded connections. This beneficial
effect was more likely to occur in OCBFs than in R ¼ 3 frames
because the OCBF design provisions dictated that the welds be
designed for the amplified seismic load. For the frames studied
numerically, however, this ductility was achieved only in an
split-x OCBF when weld capacity was 1.8Rn , a value that
agreed with experimental observations from the OCBF splitx test unit. Thus, a split-x OCBF will not necessarily behave
in a ductile manner prior to connection fracture, because this
ductile performance depends on the actual weld capacity.
• System type also influenced the behavior of chevron frames but
affected reserve capacity more so than it did ductility. For the
primary frames studied, the deeper beams found in the chevron
OCBFs were strong enough to carry the brace unbalanced force
and fail the remaining brace after an initial brace failure in a
story. This resulted in an unfavorable mechanism driven by
column bending. When evaluating possible sources of reserve
capacity, designers should consider that brace-gusset welds
can be capacity designed to develop the axial force delivered
to the brace when full plastic capacity of the beam is developed
in the damaged story.
• Independent of both system type and system configuration,
development of a backspan for column bending, requiring
two plastic hinges per column to form a mechanism, increased
reserve capacity significantly. For the frames studied, this occurred when a second-story mechanism developed rather than
a first-story or multi-story mechanism. In an actual building, this
behavior may also be observed in a first-story mechanism if there
is a sufficiently tall basement level. Note also that both the soft
story columns and the column backspans can be compromised
by inadequate column splices if the relationship between these
splices and an expected reserve system is not considered.
• The building period, T, and the R-factor are both in the denominator of the ASCE 7 equivalent lateral force base shear equation.
Therefore, the amplification of T a by 1.6 affects the OCBF
base shear as much as using an R value of 3.25 × 1.6 ¼ 5.2.
This wide variation in possible design forces contrasts sharply
with the fine distinction drawn by ASCE 7 between R ¼ 3 systems and OCBF systems for which R ¼ 3.25. As this variation
suggests, and as this study has found, the design base shear itself
is less relevant for building collapse prevention than the damage
mechanisms and reserve systems that form in the postelastic range.
With the developed modeling framework, future research can
use dynamic analysis to evaluate the seismic response and collapse
performance of R ¼ 3 CBFs and OCBFs in moderate seismic
regions. In addition to system configuration, which should be expanded to include a broader range of geometries, the effects of the
following parameters should be explored: brace-gusset plate weld
strength variability, column splice behavior, the global destabilizing effects of gravity loads, and reserve capacity contributions of
column base fixity, gravity framing, and enhanced beam-column
connections.
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